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IITEODUGTIOM
A smrvey of 1E91 pupils of Billiags Junior Higk 
Sekool, Billings, Montana, was mads in 1#5@ in an effort to 
determine why pupils did not eleet ohoral music when it was 
no longer a required subject. Just why should our future 
citizens fail to avail themselves of choral instruction when 
adults are so universally aware of the satisfying effects of 
music on a happy, enriched life, the goal of civilization?
Music seems to he one of the basic needs of humanity; 
it is necessary that today* s youth be provided with a school 
curriculum which will lead them toward a rich and abundant 
life in which their needs are met. One of the purposes of 
the survey was to determine some pupil needs.
Music provides a medium of expression that can be 
enjoyed, interpreted, and appreciated by all races and 
creeds. It knows no national barriers, and provides a most 
desirable vehicle in the curriculum for the fostering of 
world understanding. The right type of music program can 
assume a role of strategic importance in building toward an 
understanding philosophy for the democratic citizens of to­
morrow. Preparation for a well rounded life should embrace 
such aspects as physical, vocational, social, spiritual and 
cultural media. Meaningful and challenging experiences
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skomlâ ke provided in order to develop right valaes and at­
titudes, which form a kroad social understanding.
Because the love and appreciation of music can ke 
developed in the adolescent, it is the duty of a puklic school 
to offer music which will help enrich the pupil's life.
When a school, such as Billings Junior High School 
offers courses in choral music which will contrikute toward 
a rich unselfish life, it is a little disconcerting to find 
eighth and ninth grade pupils discontinuing music as soon as 
it is no longer a required subject.
for this purpose, then, it was decided to administer 
the survey. If causes for this discontinuation of music 
study could ke found, surely remedies could he applied so 
that a large numker of students would wish to continue their 
participation in choral music.
eHAPTH I 
Til SURVEY
Preparation of a gmid© for choral mmsie in the 
Billings Jnnior High School, which would hotter fit the needs 
and interests of the pupils, of necessity required some ex­
pression from these hoys and girls. For this reason the 
surveŷ  was made.
It was hoped that the administration of the survey 
could he completely controlled. However, this was not pos­
sible due to many and varying circumstances, some of which 
arose unezpectedly. The ninth grade surveys were directed 
hy the writer to groups varying in numher from sixty-five to 
two hundred. The actual writing time was approximately 
thirty minutes which did not allow for enough careful think­
ing on the part of the pupils.
The seventh and eighth grade surveys were adminis­
tered hy the home room teachers following a conference at 
which each item of the survey was very carefully discussed. 
Though this procedure seemed wise, difference in personali­
ties, realization of the importance of the survey, and will­
ingness to devote necessary time to the details made the
^Appendix
aiministriÉti©a of these sarveys not totally satisfactory. 
However, the findings seemed to have valae for the guide. 
Names were omitted from the surveys to eliminate any feeling 
of reticence on the part of the pupils.
There is much information to he gained from the 
results of the survey as tahmlated, hut for the purpose of 
the present study these results have heen divided into six 
major interests. Tables, figures and discussions of these 
will follow on succeeding pages.
FIGDRl 1, page five, indicates the Pupils* Interest 
in Informal Singing. It is interesting to note that ©19, or 
6© per cent of the pupils like to sing at home. Further 
study of FIGÜKI 1 will show that a large numher of pupils 
like to sing when alone (§9 per cent). Occupation and mood 
seem to influence this particular phase in the pupils* 
interest in singing. The general heading, I Like to Sing 
with Friends, shows a favorable percentage (56 per cent).
Reference to the Appendix - will show that there are 
a numher of subdivisions some of which have a definite hear­
ing on the conclusions reached and which are later stated. 
TABLE I shows some of these figures.
^Appendix
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TABLE I
DETAILS Of PUPILS* IITSREST IN INfOHHAL SINGING
PerYes
Members ©f the family elzig . . #92 ii
SlBg as a family groap . . . .  1®5 13
Sing oertaim kimâs of somgs. . ©49 71
Emjoy hearing others simg . • 95© 73
Under Certain Kinds of Songs, those classified as 
popular receired the largest mamher of votes. This was 
farther aagmemted hy listing the titles of the songs partic­
ularly liked. Gowhoy songs were second in preference with 
musical comedy, sacred, folk, and classical songs following 
in that order. This order of preference remained %uite con­
sistent each time pupils were called upon to check.
It is a healthy and encouraging situation that a 
large numher of pupils indicated that they gained enjoyment 
from hearing others sing.
FIGURE 2, page eight, shows Pupils' Participation 
in Gut-of-School Group Singing. Seven hundred forty-four or 
#4 per cent of the pupils filling out the survey indicated 
that they sing hymns in church or Sunday school. The per­
centage of pupils singing in church choirs is much smaller, 
only 19 per cent. TABLE II indicates some reasons why 
pupils do not sing in church choirs.
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TABLE II
REASONS IHY PÜPII.S W  NOT SING 
IN GHÜRGH CHOIRS
Yes_____cent
Go not want to sing . . . . .  SB# B4
Do not have time to sing. . . 377 31
Not asked to sing...  3§3 19
Chmroh has no ohoir.. 30S 16
Other reasons seemed less significant. Less than 
half, 43 per cent, of the pnpils sing in other gromps.
Eeeping the pmrpose of the snrvey in mind, it was 
felt that Pupils* Participation in Omt-of-School Music 
Activities, other than singing, might reveal a need not 
being fulfilled in school. , FIGURE 3, page nine, shows these 
activities in which pupils are engaged. A very small number 
is at present taking voice lessohs. This is quite under­
standable because most voices are immature in adolescent 
years. Three hundred and five or S3 per cent are taking 
instrumental lessons. The number taking piano lessons far 
surpasses that of any other instrument. Violin, cornet, and 
clarinet follow in that order but in very much smaller num­
bers. Twenty-six pupils indicated that they were studying 
two instruments. As will be noted in FIGURE 3, page nine, a 
very large percentage listen to records. Pertinent informa­
tion in this respect relates to the large number, 989 or
—8—
PUPILS’ PARTICIPATION IN OÜT-CF-SGHOOL GROUP SINGING
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PÜPILS* PARTICIPATION IN OTHER OÜT-CF-SCHOOL MUSIC ACTIVITIES
Voice Lessons
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FIGURE 3
84 per cent, who listen at home. This indicates that parents 
desire to have some ransic in the home. The percentage of 
papils attending concerts is not as large as hoped for. It 
is possible that the statement comld have been more carefully 
worded, not confining the papils* thinking to concerts alone, 
but also to include operettas and festival activities which 
many attend.
A comparison of FI&lFHl 3, page nine, and FIGÜS1 4, 
page eleven, will show that the nanÉaer of pupils now taking 
private lessons and having previously taken private lessons, 
both voice and instrumental, remains quite constant. How^ 
ever, in the case of instrumental lessons, the largest number, 
other than piano, have previously taken clarinet; cornet 
remains second and violin assumes third place. Possibly this 
may be explained by the fact that the Billings schools had 
not had an instructor of string instruments for some period 
of time until the fall of 1950.
Cheeking FIGUIE 4, page eleven, and FIGURl 5, page 
twelve, one will note pupils who had previously been enrolled 
in band number 104, and in orchestra, 4f. Pupils now belong­
ing in band number 110, and those belonging in orchestra, 53. 
Music is required in seventh grade; aH pupils not enrolled 
in band or orchestra are automatically in chorus. An attempt 
was made to control the responses in regard to chorus, by 
asking only those who had been previously enrolled in the 
^special seventh grade chorus** and those currently enrolled 
in the "special seventh grade chorus" to answer "yes" to the
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PREVIOUS lîüSICAL EXPERIENCES OF PUPILS
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PRESENT INTEREST OF PUPILS 
IN SCHOOL MUSIC PROGRALIS
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speeifie item im tke siarrey pertainimg to ckorms. Tke mem­
bers of tke ’’speeial ekorms” are ekosea by tke seventk grade 
teacker for eomeert appearances. Obviously, this was not 
carefully ckeeked, as tke total number indicating having 
belonged to chorus groups is only 338 and the pupils elect­
ing choral music in tke eightk and ninth grade in tke school 
year of 1950-1931 very nearly reached that total.
Since one of tke purposes of tke survey was to de­
termine, if possible, why so many pupils do not elect to 
participate in music classes in the eighth and ninth grades, 
some seventeen leading statements, in two sections, were 
given in the survey (see Appendii®) to give those enrolled 
in tke Billings Junior High School an opportunity to indicate 
such reasons. The results are not totally satisfactory, but 
at tke same time there are some fibres which do provoke 
serious thinking, and justify an attempt to assemble a guide 
that mi^t more nearly meet the needs and interests of these 
pupils. Some items in the survey, suck as scheduling and 
granting of credit, are problems of tke administration. 
Others, such as out-of-school activities and private music 
lessons, are problems involving parent and pupil. Many of 
tke pupils come from some distance by bus and find it very 
difficult to be present for school activities, whether music 
or something else, when these take place at a time other 
than regular school hours. Still others indicated not enough
^Appendix
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prerloms traimimg. This is smhstamtiated hy Lilia Belle 
Pitts when she discusses eomditioms effeetimg jumior high 
curriculum and states that prohlems im jumior high school 
are effected among other things hy the variable hackgroumds 
of the pupils and the lack of umiformity im musical prepara­
tion.^
Dislike of the teacher was indicated hy few pupils 
as beimg the reason they did mot mow participate im music.
If the music class met the meeds of the pupils, this item 
could he very nearly stricken from the list. The statements 
referring to the music itself and the methods of teaching 
are the ones which cause concern and further justify an at­
tempt to try to assemble materials which will rectify this 
attitude and to modify teaching methods to make the music 
class one in which more pupils will want to participate.
As has heen previously stated, the major purposes 
of the survey were to ascertain, if possible, the needs and 
interests of the pupils which were not being met in the 
present course of study. FI@DH S, page fifteen, shows the 
results of the four statanemts pertinent to the needs of the 
pupils, light hundred ei^ty-nime or 74 per cent of the 
pupils expressed the preference for a class which would in­
clude popular, folk, classical, and modern music. This total 
was further studied and it was found that 57§ or §4 per cent 
of the ©@9 pupils were not then enrolled in hand, orchestra
^Lilla Belle Pitts, Music Integration im the Junior 
High School. (Boston: Q. D. Birchard and Company, IfSS), p. ê
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rCPILS» EXPRESSION OF NEEDS IN MUSIC
I WOUID ENJOY A MUSIC CIASS DIFFERENT FROM THOSE NOW OFFERED
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I WOULD ENJCT A LlaPENDJG CLASS WHICH WOULD INCLUDE: 
Popular, folk, classical, and modern music
Yes
No
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A study in units such as: Folk, dance music, music ofa country or nationality, music of certain composers, the symphony, the opera
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I WOULD ENJOY A MUSIC CLASS miCH WOULD INCLUDE:
Recreational singing; a study of music integrated with literature; a study of music integrated with art; listening to records of many kinds of music; an explanation of music
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FIGURE 6
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or ehorms. A class which wcmlâ inclmàe recreaticnal singing, 
a study of mnsic integrated with literature, a stmdy of music 
integrated with art, listening to records of many kinds of 
music, and an explanation of music was second in preference. 
Six hundred eighty-one or 57 per cent of the pupils favored 
this class. Four hundred six or 5t per cent were mot then 
enrolled in band, orchestra or chorus. In each case where 
the pupil was given an opportunity to express his personal 
preference of song or topic, cowboy songs, jazz and popular 
music were by far ahead of any other choices.
smmmmT
A summary of the survey Indicates the following;
1. It is apparent that pupils like to sing in 
informal situations such as at home, when alone, and with 
friends.
g. Even though members of the family sing, partici­
pation as a family group is negligible.
3. A large percentage chose popular songs first, with 
cowboy songs second.
4. Many pupils sing hymns in church but only a small 
percentage sing in a church choir.
5. The number of pupils singing in other groups out- 
of-school is less than half.
ê. A large percentage listen to records in the home.
7. The number of pupils in band and orchestra is 
very small.
-17-
8* The mmmher of pmplls having previous musical 
experience is very small.
9. The expression of need, hy the pupils themselves, 
indicates a program which would include popular, folk, class­
ical, and modern music with extensive integration with other 
subjects.
GHAPTSl II
CURRSIT PRAGflGlS IN THE NOlTHflST GONIERINGI REGION
The ayailahillty of oomrses of stmdy amt a dlseasslon 
of the oomtemte of those reoeived are diseussed im this chap­
ter.
SGÜRGES OP DATA
Im order to have material at hand with whioh to make 
Gomparisoms, a serioas effort was made to secmre eomrses of 
stady from withim the area emferaced hy the Northwest Confer- 
emce Regiom, which imclmdes the states of Washimgtom, Oregom, 
Idaho, Wyomimg, amd Montama. Letters were sent to the state 
superintendents of imstructiom, Two were unanswered; one 
reported no course of study available; one was under revi­
sion; and reference was made to the Montana Course of Study.
A further attempt was made to secure additional 
material and twenty-one letters were sent to cities im the 
same area, ranging in population from 10,00© to 400,000. No 
answer was received from ten of the letters. Five reported 
no formal course of study; two reported their course of study 
under revision; one reported material not available at this 
time; one sent primary-elementary course of study; one temp­
orary guide was received; amd one outmoded copy was sent with
—IS—
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an a@®ompaaying note saying work was in progress on a state 
coarse of stmdy which would be strictly adhered to when pub­
lished. In addition, the Course of Study for Intermediate 
and Upper Grades for the Butte Public Schools, Butte, 
Montana, and the latest edition, 1954, Course of Study for 
Junior ligh Schools of Montana were examined.
In an effort to make sure no junior high school 
materials in other parts of the country were being over­
looked, a letter was written to Lilia Belle Pitts, Professor 
of Music Education, Teachers College, Columbia University.
©f Miss Pitts, the late Peter W. Dykema said, ..."Anyone who 
has observed her work with junior high school pupils.•.real­
izes that she is constantly developing people to an extent
that they, themselves, seldom realize or» at least amticl-
5pate. ...They are having the joy of discovery." ... A 
reply was received in which Miss Pitts said.
Unfortunately for you there are very few courses 
of study available on junior high school general 
music classes. There are two reasons for this.First, that it is quite impossible to set up a pre­
arranged plan for classes which necessarily vary 
within a school as well as within given communities. 
Second, that there is really mo consensus of opinion as to what constitutes a course that is general enough 
to meet the needs of heterogeneous groups of boys and girls.
To make sure I have gone through the files in 
Teachers College and find not one in the field of 
your interest.
®Lilla Belle Pitts, op, cit.. Introduction, p. lii 
L̂illa Belle Pitts, personal letter, August E, 1951
**S®“
It womld s@@m trm^ the above that little Mas beam 
done to provide a ©omrse of study for mmsie edmeation in
the junior high school. Great strides have been made toward
reaching the aims and objectives set mp for the junior high 
school in many areas of learning but music seems to be some­
what neglected.
An attempt to study the validity and effectiveness 
of music teaching in the junior high school was made. Ixam- 
ination of material received included categories such as 
singing; listening, creative, and rhythmic experiences, and 
outcomes. The following sources were used:
1. Geurse of Study for Intermediate and Wpper Grades 
for the Butte Public Schools, Butte, Montana
E. Gomrse of Study for Junior High School of Montana5. Temporary Guides for the Junior High School Curri­
culum, Grades VII, Till, and K, in School Systems under the ©-4 Plan of Organization; Instructional Service Bulletin 
No. 14, State of Washington, 1944
GOMPARISOH OF DATA
Comparison of the practices, methods, and procedures 
incorporated in the guides and courses of study available at 
the time for examination follow.
Singing experiences. There are some necessary and 
vital factors to be included under singing experiences.
Singing is a natural means of self-expression and provides 
opportunity for the greatest number of pupils. Voices should 
be carefully classified and appropriate material of suitable 
range and difficulty should be used. A study of worthwhile 
music literature based upon adolescent interests with emphasis
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on good tone %mility, intonation, enmneiation, pronunciation, 
clearly defined accent, rhythm, and phrasing is essential to 
the development of musicianship. Creative and imaginative 
interpretation which is expressive of the mood of the text 
makes possible both emotional and aesthetic experiences of 
great value. Song material must be provided for every vocal 
combination found in the average class. Good posture and 
correct breathing habits are essential.
In contrast to this, the courses of study available 
for examination failed to meet these requirements. Two of 
the courses of study emphasized strongly the mechanics of 
singing. Ho mention of the cultural and social values of 
singing was made in the Butte course of study. A much more 
modem approach was indicated in the Washington Temporary 
Guide— relating the song with other subject areas when possi­
ble; small group performance for the pleasure of the group a 
and other groups; encouraging pupils to determine voice 
classification during voice testing; commending exceptional 
talent; providing for groups inexperienced in sight reading 
and part-singing are some of the impressive surest ions made.
The Washington Temporary Guide was the only study 
which made any special mention of music reading skill#, 
attention being called to the necessity of skill in reading 
music "in order that the pupils may have some tangible means 
to interpret the score,** and suggesting that drill is in 
order if and when errors have occurred and pupils themselves 
have recognized the need for drill.
Llstealag @zperieaees» The purpese ©f 11stealag 
programs la sehool Is to stlmalat© active, Intelligent and 
enjoyable listening. The ansle may he recorded or it may he 
the playing or singing of the papIls or gaests. It may he a 
film, a radio program or It may he televlsloa. Here is the 
opportunity to develop taste, discrimination and pleasnrahle 
response. Facts and Information may he necessary as a corol­
lary hmt their mastery does not result necessarily In appre­
ciation. When pupils voluntarily comment on a radio prc^ram 
heard at home, bring to class magazine articles concerning 
music, ask to play for the class, request Instrumental 
lessons and attend concerts, their music listening has ful­
filled its purpose.
In the Butte and Montana studies, each step Is care­
fully outlined and there Is little opportunity for the pupils 
to express themselves. Helther course of study Includes men­
tion of audio-visual aids, other than the phonograph, nor 
encourages stimulating discussion.
Creative experiences. Creative activities are 
approached through listening and singing.
As stated In the Source Book̂ , the term "creative 
activity" Is now being given a broader meaning. Any musical 
experience at any and all levels, whether it he;
1. sensitive and responsive listening to music
E. active bodily response to rhythm and mood
3. creative Interpretation of music performed
»Music Education Source Book. (Chicago: Music Educators National Conference, 1947), p. 131
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4. ereative plamaiag and deTelapmemt of 
assembly programs, pageants, and operettas as an omtgrowth of correlated activities or5. the creating of original mmsie
is considered a creative activity inasaamch as it provides a 
new and inspiring experience which resalts in mmsical growth 
and personality development of a child.
This interpretation of creative mmsic womid indicate 
that this activity is tomched mpon in each coarse of stmdy.
Rythmic experiences. The Comrse of Stmdy for Jmnior 
High Schools of Montana devotes a section to rhythm. The 
presentation, if followed, womld not provide for imagination 
and originality. The remaining comraes of stmdy present 
rhythmic activities as inseparable from singing, listening, 
and creating.
SHMMAEY OF DATA
The ©mteomes in the 0omrse of Stmdy for Jmnior High 
Schools of Montana are stated in a rather conventional way* 
There is a definite feeling of exactness rather than a rich­
ness in hmman experience and daily living. The statements 
in the Comrse of Stmdy for Intermediate and Upper Grades for 
the Bmtte Pmblie Schools are less exacting. The Washington 
Temporary Gmide does not give a statement of ©mteomes. The 
general goals are stated as follows:
1. Provision of omtlets and channels for the 
rapid physical, emotional, and social changes2. Development of enjoyment and appreciation 
of mmsic
3. Smltivation and development of aptitmdes and 
tastes in mmsic4. Sncomragement and direction of the talented 
pmpil
5. lategratioa ©f mmsie with life experieac©
Two of the ©omrses available for this stmdy were 
obviomsly too formal and too eonventiomal in the presenta­
tion of materials to meet present demands of the pmpils.
The remaining one gave evidenee of endeavor to fit the mmsie 
program into the pattern of newer trends in mmsie edmeation. 
Some if these trends aeeording to ©rmhn and Domglass® are:
1. The trend toward ©orrelation between smbjeets £. Trend toward integrated emrriomlmms
3. Trend toward pmpil participâtion in emrriemlmm planning
4. Trend toward large-mnit organization5. Growing recognition of the fact that mmsie as a school smbject inclmdes more than
§. The mmsic courses are being developed increasingly in harmony with the normal inter­
ests of jmnior high school boys and girls
In general the following conclusions may be drawn:
1. There are very few available courses of study for the jmnior higla school in the Northwest region.
2. Only the Washington Temporary Gmide makes any attempt at integration and correlation of 
mmsic and other subjects.3. The need for a revised course of stmdy for Billings Jmnior ligh School, with emphasis on 
general mmsie, giving the boys and girls more 
opportunity for self-expression, is in keeping with the modern trend in music education.
®William T. Grmhn and Earl E. Douglass, The Modern 
Jmnior High School. (New York: The Ronald Press Gompany, îiîfTT fP* #§, 9i, §7, and 17#
CHAPTll III 
THE &HIDE
limeatloml goals must expand to meet mew sitmatloms. 
As Hollis L. Caswell^ pmts it:
The lomg-ramge goal of edmeation for internation­al and erstand img is world peaee amd hmman welfare, 
aehiered and maintained thremgh a peaeefml world order operating thromgh international organizations.The immediate purpose of smeh edmeation in the ele­
mentary and seeondary sehools of the United States is the development of Ameriean eitizems lAo are eonseioms of their new obligations to mankind.
A Report of the Mmsie Committee in the Fomrth Year 
Book, Department of Smperintendemee states:
The general or hmmanistie aim of mmsie instmre- tion is to eomtrihmte to the eharaeter of the indi­
vidual and sooiety an additional measmre of the idealism, the joyoms preoeempation with mnselfish interests, the elevation and pmrifieation of feel­ing and the psyehia health dependent mpon ahmndant 
hmt orderly expression of emotion that eomes from 
appreeiative eontaet with and the endeavor to ereate 
and recreate the heamtifml in mmsie.
The major purpose of mmsic at the jmnior high school 
level is to continme the edmeational and emltmral processes 
feegmn previomsly rather than the exploitation of gromps for 
pmhlie performance.
®Hollis L. Caswell, and Associates, Cmrricmlmm Improvement In Pmhlic School Syst^s. (Hew York: Bmreau 
of Publications, Teachers College, Colmmbia University, 
1950), p. 36
^®Lilla Belle PflSfes, op. cit.. p. 3
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OBJECTIVES
1. T© provide a type of experieaee whiek will 
make musie a vital force in the ©motional develop­ment of the pmpil thromgh. participation in all 
phases of, mmsieal expression.2. To lead the pmpil to realize that mmsie is a langmage, a natmral, mniversal expression of 
feeling that has expressed and recorded the feel­ing of all mankind from primitive to most civilized, 
That this expression is not a thing set apart frtm him, hmt has a personal meaning and mse in his 
everyday life.S. To provide materials which will he appeal­ing to the needs of adolescent pmpils.4. To afford a means of enjoyable self-
§. To provide pmpils with the opportunity to 
discover the important role that mmsic assmmes in the emltmral development of omr democratic society.
i. To provide mmsica1 experiences which will 
have maximum carry-over valme into admit life.Planning shomld he in teims of hoth immediate and 
fmtmre needs of pmpils.7. To help pmpils complete their mmsical 
expi^ienees ’esmamnity-minded”.8. To aeqmire good vocal hah its and the mse 
of the adolescent singing voice.
f. To develop with the appreciation of mmsic 
an aeccmpanying appreciation of peoples and their 
history, of natmral heamty, and of the other arts, 
literatmre, painting, and architectmre, and a realization of the close hond which exists hetween 
them.10. The mltimate goal of all edmeational oppor­
tunities, inelmding mmsie, is optimmm pmpil growth—  
physical, social, mental, emotional, spiritual, and 
aesthetic.
The suggested mnits that follow shomld not he merely 
informational hmt projects marked hy activity, singing, par­
ticipation, active listening, and research, all of which 
shomld he most stimmlating.
Any portion of the ensuing mnits comldche extended 
and amplified to suit the needs of the group. Material and 
sources presented are representative of the Billings Jmnior
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High Seh©ol and in no way exhaust the field; rather they are 
suggestive*
Teaehing details have heem pmrpesely emitted in order 
that teaeher and pupils may use their own initiative and crea- 
t ive ideas•
S0ÜEG1 MATERIAL FOR SINGING
Under the section on ^Singing” in each of the follow­
ing units, songs are listed for class use. For the teacher's 
convenience, the hooks are given in which these songs may he 
found. The hooks are listed helow and the number preceding 
each hook is its code mumher. In later reference to these 
hooks, the code number rather than titles will he used*
1 Bridgman and CurMs, THE AMERIGAN SINGER. Book 7,
American Book Company, Chicago, 1947 (Grade 7)
2 M. Teresa Armitage, JUNIOR LAUREL SONGS.
0. C. Birchard & Company, Boston, 1917 (Grade 7)
3 Dykema-Piteher-Stevens-Tandevere, — A SINGINGSCHOOL— MUSIC IE g E  All, C * C. Birchard & 
Company, Boston, 1947 [Grade 7)
4 Dykema-Pitcher-Stevens-Vandevere, — A SINGING
SCHOOL-*>SING OUT. C. C. Birchard & Company, 
Boston, 1940 (Grade 7)
§ Farnsworth-Dykema-Armitage, — A SINGING SCHOOL—  SINGING YOUTH. C. C. Birchard & Company,
Boston, 1931 (Grades S and 9)
ê Mae Nightingale, TROUBADOURS. Carl Fischer 
Inc., Chicago, 1939 (Grades S and 9)
7 Giddings-larhart-Baldw in-Newton, — MUSICEDUCATION SERIES— THREE-PART MUSIC. Ginn 
and Company, Chicago, 1925 (Grade 7)
8 Giddlngs-Earhart -Baldwin -N ewt on, — MUSIC
EDUCATION SERIES— JUNIOR MUSIC. Ginn and 
Company, Chicago, 1924 (Grades 8 and 9)
9 GlsBa-Leavitt-Hebmaiaa, — THE WORD) OF M0SI0—  
SHQ ALONG. Gian and e©mpany, Gkicag®, 1941 (Grad® 7)
10 Glean-LeaTitt-lebaann, — THE WORLD OF MÜSIG--SQIG PARADE, Ginn and Gompany, Gkieag©, 1941 
(Grad® ®)
11 Glenn-Leavitt-lebmann-Baker, — THE WORLD OF
MH 8IG— AD FËHTURE, Ginn and Gempany, Okie ago, 
19#@ (Grades @ and 9)
IB Glenn-Leavitt-ReWann-Baker, — THE WORID OF MHSIG--TREA8HRE. Ginn and Company, Gkieag©, 
19@@ (Grades © and 9}
13 Glenn-Leavitt-Rebmann-Baker, --THE WORLD OFMHSIO— DISCOYIRY. Ginn and Company, Chicago, 1937 Cérade" 9)' "
14 Beattie and others, THE HEW BLUE BOOK OF
FAVORITE SONGS, Hall & MeCreary““Simpany, 
Chieag®, 1941 (All grades)
3.3 Smith-Wilson-Woods, SONGS WE SING. Hall &
MeCreary Company, Chicago, 1940 (All grades)
16 Wilson-Leeder-Gee, WSIC AMERICANS SING.Silver Bnrdett Company, 1948 (Grades © and 9)
17 MoConathy-Beatt ie-Morgan, MUSIC HIGHWAI'i ANDBYWAYS. Silver Bnrdett and Company, Chicago, 
19M (All grades)
1© McConathy-Beattie-Morgan, MHSIC OF MANY LANDS 
AND PEOPLES. Silver, Inrdett and Company, 
lie ago, 193B (All grades)
INIT I
GDR WAY WmT WITH «SIC 
Folk Mnsie in Westward Expansion
I. Andio-Vismal Aids
A. Listening - Recorded Selections
Big Rook Candy Mountain Yoang Peoples Records 
509A
larly Amerlaam Ballads (John Jaeob Miles)
Tiotor Albw M€®4
Home on the Range (John Gharles Thomas)Viator AlWm 15351
Let's Go to the Rodeo Yomng Peoples Records 
5©5A&B
Rodeo - Oopland R. G. A. 1M53
Sgmare Dances (Woodhmll's Masters) Victor Album G3#
Farther suggestions for listening might include: 
Recordings:
Records brought by the pmpils
Music of the Indians, particularly those of the 
Middle West and Westem areas
Music of mountaineers and rlvermem
Guitar artists - Segovia and Ray R^ers
Lecture by the Supervisor of Music to include reports of personal contact with pioneers in some sections of Montana Recordings of ballads sung by these pioneers
Programs given by class members, other pupils, or guests (Guitar, Accordion, Fiddle, and 
Harmonica)
B. Films.
Broken Arrow - Films Incorporated
Some insight into the Westward Movement from 
the Indians* point of view
Buffalo Bill Rides Again - Films Incorporated Educational and historical
Promenade All - HandbookA wide variety of square dances made in cooper­
ation with the Folk Dancing Federation of 
California
To Hear the Banjo Play - Handbook MEMO
Shows folk song and dance in the lives of 
people of the present as well as the past
Supplemeatary Films:
Ballads of the Plaims - Bell and Howell 8@mgs ©f the lange - Bell and Howell 
Last Bogle - Wêê., If. Dennis Film Libraries Pioneers of the Plains - Eaeyelopaedla 
Britannica Films, Inc*Westward MoTeaeat - Encyclopaedia 
Britannle a Films, Inc.
Bmckskln Frontier - Films Incorporated Buffalo Bill - Films Incorporated American Gowhoy, The - Ford Films 
Hen Hop # Handbook MUG American Sqnare Dances » Handbook MllG 
Mozart and Barrios on fix Strings (Gnltar) - 
Handbook MING Gomamnications Westward - Teaching Film
G. ©ther Tlsmal Aids
Paintings of Charles Hassell and other Western artists
Have stndents trace the more Important historical 
trails to the West, on indlvldmal maps. (This 
activity comld be enlarged to Include a mural on the blackboard, or on the bulletin board)
Dioramas
II. Singing (From the Song Books)
Good-bye, ©Id Paint - American Cowboy Ballad--!, 4, 18
Night-Herding Song--#, §, IB
Song of the "Lone Prairie"— 4, 11Hed Hiver Valley - ©Id American Song— 4, IBHome on the Range— 4, ©, 11, 16, 17
Bogle Song— 4, BThe Old Chisholm Trall--10, 18
©h. Saddle the Hoan— 12
A usable list of songs for this unit will be found on 
page 4, code It»— 15
Out Among the Hedmen— IB, 17
On ‘To F @f Old Smoky— IB©Id Joe Clark— IBTexas Cowboys* Stampede S##g— 17
Santa fe Trai3̂ -17
The Dying Cowboy— 18
The Trail to Mexico--!#
The Zebra Dun— 18
Little Joe the Wrangler— 18
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Somgs bremgkt by pufils 
III. Other Activities
Learm the meaalags of terms and words peeuliar to the eowteoy langmage.
Determine the distinction between commercial cowboy 
mmsic (movie cowboys) and trme cowboy mmsic.
Learm the trme somree of cowboy songs. (Old familiar ballads)
Learn the I, IT, and Ty chords. ¥se these chords on 
the gmitar and piano in regmlar class work.
¥se the above chords on other "social instruments” inelmding the banjo, harmonica and amtohmrp.
Learn the calls and steps for the more common sĝ mare 
dances and have pmpils participate in sgmare danc­ing in regmlar class periods.
Original operettas may be written.
Notebooks
Appropriate pictmres, original or cut from magazines Favorite ballads, words, mmsie, or both 
Notes from class reports
Ghoral readings, msing familiar ballads 
IT. leading Assignments (fimsic)
AMI1B3AN BALLADS AND FOLK SONGS - John A. and Alan 
Lomax (All grades) Oowboy Songs p. 3?i
AMFIIGAN SONGBAG, THl - Garl Sandbmrg (All grades)
The Great Open Spaces p. 259
AMllIGANS and THIII SONGS - Frank Lmther (All grades) Cowboy Songs p. 193
APPRECIATION of MOSIG - Smrette and Mason (All grades) Folk Songs p. 1®
BUILDING AMERICA (Periodical) Tolmme TII No. 0 (All grades) America Discovers Its Songs
COWBOY SONGS - John A. and Alan LomaÉ (All grades) Cowboy Songs and Other Frontier Ballads p. 4
DANCES of OUR PIONEERS - Grace L. Ryan (All grades) 
Mmsic p. 27
—
FOLK SOMGS XJ. S. A. - JoMm A. aaâ Alam Lomz (All grades) Git Along, little Bogies p. IfB
GOOD HOIMIIG - Mr* and Mrs» Hemry Ford (All grades) 
Musi© Galls and Direetioms for Old Time Daneing
EEYBOAED JE., Volume IV, No. 4 January 1$4# (All grades) Boots and Saddles p. 3Volume %, Wo. ë March 1953 (All 
grades) The Whole World Plays the Guitar p. ë
LISTIWIWG to MÜSIG GRIATIVSLT - Edwin John StrIngham 
(All grades) The Folk Song p. 3@
LOG for MGSIG AMEIICAWS SIWG - Gee, Leeder, and Wilson (All grades) Over Mountain, Siver and 
Plain p. 4#
MÜSIG HIGHWAYS and BYWAYS - McConathy, Beattie, and 
Morgan (All grades) Songs the Cowboys Sing p. 76
MGSIC and MAN - Howard D. McKinney (Grades 8 and 9) Sing Out, Sweet Land Gh. Ill
MUSIC ANB ROMANCE - Hazel G. Kinscella (Grades 8 and 9) 
American Musi© on Its Way p. 338
MUSIC LOVER»S HANDBOOK, THE - Edited by Elie Sieg-meiAter (Grade f) Fiddle Strings and Ballads p. 17 
The Nature and Evolution of Folk Song p. 53 Some Reflections on Folk Song p. 37 The Past and Future of Folk Musie p. 47
MUSIC of MANY LANDS and PEOPLES - McConathy, Beattie, 
and Morgan (All grades) Frontier Days p. 94
MUSIC of the NEW WORID (Pamphlet) (Grades 8 and 9) 
Cowboys and Vagueros Ch. XVII
MJSIC on the AIR - Hazel G. Kinscella (All grades)
MUSIC THROUGH the AGES - Bauer and Peyser (All 
grades) Cowboy on the Plains p. 397
OUR SINGING COUNTRY - John A. and Alan Lomaz (All 
grades) Cowboy Songs p. 336 
Outlaws p. 303
WORK and SING - Eli© Seigmeister (All grades)
Songs of the West p. 35
V. Reading Assignments (Literature)
*“S§“
WOlISS of ABTlM'Uli - Bailey and leavell (Grade 7) Gowteoy’s Meditatioa, p. 2fl (Poem)
APPSIGIATMG LiraiATUE® - Gross and Lehr (Grade 7)The Oregon Trail: 1851, Jim Marshall P. ê§ (Poem) 
Trihmte throagh poetry to the pioneers Whoopee Ti Yi Yo, Git Along Little Bogies 
(Arranged hy John A. Lomax) p. §8 (Poem)Ballad sang hy the Gowhoys on the plains 
Bill Peters, The Stage Driver, p. 101 (Arranged hy John A* Lomax) (Poem) Setting— Santa Pe Trail Forest Boat Song, Pie hard Glyde Ford p. 102 (Poem) 
Travel hy water in the pioneer days 
Mmsie in Yoar Own Baek Yard, Alan Lomax p. 85©
Story of how Alan Lomax has aehieved success in 
collecting folk songs
GIOWTH in RIADIMG, Book One - Pooley and Walcott 
(Grade 7)
The Hunting of the Buffalo, Gnief Lather Standing 
Bear p. 574 Story of a Sioux Indian Tales of an Indian Grandmother, Linderman p. 383 Story of warnings given hy animal friends Song of Hiawatha, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow p. 392
HIGH EGAD to GLORY - Bennett, Dowse and Edmonds 
(Grade 7)A Western Song, p. 112 (Poem)Pecos Bill, p. 113 Shows the cowboys how to play
OF PEOPLE - Bailey and Leave11 (Grade 8)The Bronco that Would Hob Be Broken, Vachel Lindsay 
p • 58
LITERATtJRE for the JDNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, Book Two 
(Grade 8)Incidents in the Life of Buffalo Bill, Colonel 
William F. Cody p. 32 Selections taken from "Buffalo Bill's" own a@count of his life 
The Ogillallah Tillage, Francis Parkman p. 209 
Experiences on a trip westward and contacts with the Indians The Buffalo, Francis Parkman p. 45
ADTEHTÜH - Gross, ^ith, and Stauffer (Grade 9)The Cowboy's Life, Anonymous p. 402 Picture of 
the daring plainsman's work seen through the eyes 
of a writer who thinks it is all romance and fun Oh Bury Me Hot on the Lone Prairie, Anonymous p. 403 
A song sung by many cowboys to comfort themselves 
and guiet their cattle through their lone night 
watches
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Grade 9 Boy Life om the Prairie - Eamlim Garland 
A faithfml and aecnrate %ook abont the hard work and fan of a boyhood on the 
western prairies Bmffal© Bill - Ralph 1. JohnsonA boy’s life of Baffal® Bill written by a yomng m n  well aegmdinted with Nebraska, 
Wyoming, and Golorado, where the old seomt 
lived his adventaroms days Bmilding of the First Transeontinental Rail­road. fhe - Adale Nathan 
Galifbrmia G©ld Rmsh. The - May MeHeer 
Gmster* s Last Stand - %mentin Reynolds 
frontier Bays - Edited by Oliver G. Swan 
Tolmme of stories of Indians, prospeetors, cowboys, homesteaders, miners, ranchers, 
and adventmrers Lewis and Clark Ixpedition - Richard L.
Lone Cowboy - Will James
The life of Will James told in the lang­
mage of amowbey 
Long Winter. The - Lamra Ingals Wilder 
A story of the long hard winter, 1880- 1881, in Dakota Territory 
Pony Express. The - Sammel Hopkins Adams 
Santa fe Trail. The - faamel Hopkins Adams
Grade 8 Cowboy - Ross Santee
The fascinating incidents in the life of a boy who leaves his father’s farm in 
east Texas and becomes a cowboy in west
Texas, Hew Mexico, and Arizona
Hmnting Adventmres in the West - Theodore RooseveltExperiences in the ranch life of Roosevelt 
Log of a Cowboy. The - Andy Adams©me of the very best books abomt the activ­
ities of the cowboy and the background of 
his workOregon Trail. The - francis Parkman
An admirable aecomnt of the western develop­
ment of the Hnited States as it appeared 
to the arnthor dmring his interesting 
travels as a yomng man. A personal record 
of high literary qmality Eaqmel of the Ranch Comntry - Alida Sims Malkms
Realistic cow-girl tales, with a very 
thrilling and interesting plot.
VI. Oat eomes
To aeqaaiat the papils with the West’s vast store of 
folk mmsie.
To eaeoarage special interests of papils im westera 
masic.
To acqaaiat papils with the desirability of siagiag ia informal greaps.
To eneoarage active participation from boys as well as girls.
To help papils have am mnderstaadiag and appreciation of the valae of the trae cowboy masic as compared 
to the modern cowboy masic.
To emphasize the fact that songs and dances faith- fally reflect the life and conditions which prodace them.
To help papils anderstand that drama and sentiment 
of the early days is reflected in the masic of the
To help establish the realization that there is mach folk masic in America mot yet recorded, and becaase 
of this, mach research is yet to be done.
miT II
MfSie— A SPIIITWAL IXPIISSIGM 
Worship Throagh Song
I. Aadio-Visaal Aids
A. Listening - Recorded Selections
Children of the Heavenly Father (Aagastana 
Choir) Oar Father, Mere ifal and Good 
Victor g#©BA##
The Lord’s Prayer (Be Paar’s Military Choras - 
Hegro) 0 lone Jesm Adoramas Te Golambia MM?09-5
Ave Maria - Bach-Goanod-Skvedoff (Don Cossacks 
Jaroff, Director)Hospodipomilai Golambia 4S78M
My God aad I (Latviaa Simgers) Kama 4®©E
Hymns (Phil Spitalny and His All Girl Orchestra) Golmmhia Album OTÊ
And the Glory of the Lord (From - The Messiah - Handel)
Hall elm j ah Ghorms (From - The Messiah = Handel) (Royal Ghoral Society) Victor 110Ê5A&H
Who So Will Suffer God to Gmide Him (Trapp 
Family Choir) Victor 21 ©41
The Holy City (Fred Waring and His Pennsylvan­
ians ) Dacca 245&7A&B
The Lord’s Prayer (Fred Waring and His Pennsyl­vanians) Decca 183@S1
Songs of Devotion (Fred Waring and His Pennsyl­vanians) Dacca Alhmm 39©
Songs of Faith (Waring î̂ apel Ghoir) Decca BLS039
Ave Maria - Schmhert (Marian Anderson) Victor 
14210A
Ave Maria - Bach-Gomnod (Rosa Ponselle) Victor 
6599A
The Lord’s Prayer (John Charles Thomas) Victor 
173SA
Jesms, Them My Wearied Spirit - Cantata (Bach 
Choir of Bethlehem) Victor DM104©
Cantata of Peace (St. Olaf’s Choir Olaf C. Christianson, Director)The Spirit Also Helpeth ¥s D1 Album
Ave Maria - Tomas Luis de Vic tor ia-WilhomskyAdoramms Te Chî ste - Palestrima-Wilhomsky0, Bejoice Ye Christians Loudly - Bach-Wilhomsfcy
Heavenly Light - Eopylow-Mattmlath-WilhomskyEospodi Pomilmi - Von Lvov-Wilhomsky (Capitol 
Ghorms - Peter J. Wilhomsky, Director)Capitol 1 901© LP
Mass in G - Poulenc (Robert Shaw Chorale 
Robert Shaw, Director) Victor IM108®
Sacred Music of the Renaissance - Palestrina, 
Lassus, Victoria, Viadana (Roman Vatican 
Choir) Mercury MG1ÔCS3
Reiiaissam©e and Baroque - Madrigals and Motets 
Harenzio, Gesnaldo, Hass 1er, Hanmersclnaidt (Bavarian Radio Choir) Mereury MG1008?
Farther snggestions for listening might inclnde:
Recordings:
Music of the CrusadesMasic of the American IndianMusic of l&e American Negro (Spirituals)
Selections from "Parsifal" - Wagner (Faster)
Examples of early part singing:
Organua, Diaphony, Discant
Note: An excellent list of records for this
unit is given in Discovering Masic. 
McKinney and Anderson - p. 217
Attendance at concerts of visiting choral groups singing sacred music
Attendance at concerts of local choral groups when they present sacred music, especially 
at Christmas and Easter
Radio broadcasts of sacred music
B. Films
Crucifixion: Theme and Variations - HandbookMING Musical arrangements of Verdi*s "Requiem" and The "Suites for Unaccompanied 
Cello" by Bach supply the musical score for the pictorial them© of the Crucifixion shown in the works of three painters of the Middle
Earth Sings, The - Handbook MENCThis exceptional film in both music and photography is composed of seven Palestinian 
folk songs illustrated and interpreted by 
scores of pastoral Israel.
Images Medievales - Handbook MENC
An art film using illuminated manuscripts to 
give a picture of life in the Middle Ages. The musical score by Guy Bernard makes use 
of music of the Medieval Period, which is recorded also with authentic instruments.
One God - Handbook MENC A film based on Mary Fitch's book, "Music and Religion". Its theme is the integral
part played by mmsi© in Jewish, Roman- 
Catholie, Pretestamt, and other religions serviees and ritnals,
Snpplementary films :
Ave Maria - Schubert (Elizabeth Schumann) - 
Films Incorporated Ave Maria - Baeh-Goanod (Jennie Tanrel) - Handbook MSfG 
Ave Maria - Bach-Goanod (Organ) - Handbook MEEG 
Die Steinermen Wander Ton Maamberg - 
Hsindbook MEMO Sili, lili - Handbook MING 
lala Beal - Handbook MSNC 
George Frederick Handel - Handbook MSNC Hymn of the Nations - Handbook MSNC 
The Lord’s Prayer - Handbook MSNC Masic and Architecture Through the Ages - 
Handbook MENC Singing Pipes or Music in the Wind - 
Handbook MSNC 
Symphonies in Stone - Handbook MSNC This Is Our Earth - Handbook MSNC Three Paintings by Hieronymus Bosch - Handbook MSNC 
Yehudi Menuhin - Handbook MING 
Crusades - Teaching Film
C. Other Visual Aids
Study the architecture of the cathedrals of 
the Gothic and Renaissance Periods
Study the religious paintings
Bulletin board
Picture unit on the development of the organPicture unit on the development of the bells
II. Singing (From the Song looks)
Peace - (Twenty Third Psalm)— 1
Lord God of Morning - Beethoven--l
The Lord Is My Shepherd - Portuguese Hymn— 2
Prayer - Humperdinck— 2Thanksgiving Song - Mendelssohn— 2
Lord of All - Old Hebrew Melody— 2
All Creatures of God and King - Hymn of St.Francis— 3 
Work for the Night Is Coming - Mason— 3 
Through All the Year - Old OHorale— 3
Song of Hope - Traditional Hebrew Melody— @
How Lorely Are the Messengers - Mendelssohn--3
The Strife Is O’er - Palestrina— 3, 5, êBay of lest - Mendelssohn— §
Adoramas Te - Palestrina— 5, 6Prom 111 Do Thou Defend Me - Baeh— 5, 6, 17Hymn for the Nations - Beethoven— §
Grasader’s Hymn— 6, 16Send Omt Thy Light - Gomnod— 6King of Kings - Seh»aim--6
Break Forth 0 Beaateoas Heavenly Light - Bach— 6, 17 Unfold, Ye Portals - Goomod— 6
Send Oat Thy Light - Gounod— 7Sanctms - Schahert— 8, 9lye Hath Not Seen - Gaml (The Holy City)--# 
lath and Naomi - Franck— 8 To God on High - Mendelssohn— 1©To Him f rgm Whom Car Blessings Flow - loss ini— 10A Prayer at Morning - Handel— 1©
Confidence - Bach— 11 
Allelaia - Palestrina— 11 Arise, Ye Lands - Mendelssohn— IS 
Prayer - Glack— 13 
Fomrfold Amen— 13 
Sleepers, Wake - Bach— 13 Come, Blessed Peace » lach— 13 
Gloria— 13
Thom Lord, Who Art Sahlime - Grieg— 13
A asahle classified list of hymns will be foond on 
p. S©6, code item--14
A asable classified list of hymns will be foond on 
p. 4, code it mi— 13
Bona Nobis Pacem— 16Lord, Lord, Yoa’ve Been So Good to Me - (White Spiritmal)— 16 
Old Handred - (Doxology)— 16, 17 
Hosanma - Palestrina— 17 0 lest in the Lord - Mendelssohn— 17 In Thee I Pat My Trmst - Bach— 17He Shall Feed His Flock - Handel (From The Messiah)- 17
Then Shall the Eyes of the Blind - Handel (From The 
0 Saviomr Sweet - Bach— 1@Glorioas Things of Thee Are Spoken - Haydn— 18 
Prayer for Peace - Bach— 1#
III. Other Activities
Compare religions mmsic and religions paintings
Last Smppsr - paiated fey Leonardo da Yiaoi in 1494 Sistine Madonna - painted fey Raphael The Messiah - Handel
Ave Maria - Vietoria, Baeh-Gomnod, or Sohnfeert
Bmild a pieture unit on the development of the organ Notebooks
Same for the feells
Stmdy the evolmtion of mmsical notation 
Notebooks
Antiphonal singing
Stmdy the varioms foims of sacred choral mmsic smeh as:
Motet Cantata Mass
Chorale Oratorio Hymn
Stmdy the lives of composers of sacred choral mmsic Lmther Baeh Handel
Palestrina Praetorius Mozart
IT. Reading Assignments (Mmsie)
AMERICAN BALLADS and FOLK SONGS - John A. and Alan Lomax (All grades) White Spiritmals p. 563 
Negro Spiritmals p. 580
ARTS, THl - Hendrik Willem Tan Loon (Grade 9)
The Age of Palestrina p. 315
ART THROUGH the AGIS - Helen Gardner (Grade 9) 
Historical Backgromnd, Gothic Period Ch. SIT Renaissance Period (Baroqme Art in the Seventeenth 
Centrmy) Gh. ST
BANDS PLAY ON, THE - Phyllis Anne Carter (All grades) 
Royalty and the Ghmrch p. SS
BOOK of AMERICAN NEGRO SPIRITUALS - James Weldon 
Johnson (All grades) Spiritmal Mmsic p. 11
CARILLON - Arthmr Lynds Bigelow (All grades)
CHOIRS and CHORAL MÜSIG - Arthmr Mees (Grades 8 
and 9) Bach and His St. Matthew Passion p. 101
DISGGTIRING MUSIC - McKinney and Anderson (Grade 9) 
Pre-Bach Gh. XSTII 
A Golden Age p. 218
Illmstrations of 16th Century Ghoir p. 215 Summary of Historical Developments p. 221
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The Kiag of Instrmemts #h. JHf
GREAT MGBIOIAMS as CHILDRIM - franoiska Sehwimmer 
(All grades) Jekamm S®hastiam Bach p. 1©§
MOW MAM MADE MBSIC - Fammle L. Bmchamam (All grades) Forms of Ghmrch Mmsi® Begimmimg Im 1600 p. 14§
HOW MUSIO GREW - lamer aad Peyser (Grades S amd 9) 
What Shar@h Mmsic Imported from Greece Ghi Til Amswerimg Mmsi® (amtiphomal), St. Gecilia, The Tenerahle Bede, Orgammm, D'Arezzo's fomr lime staff, Hymm to St. John the Baptist, (Latin 
syllables). Organs, Great Cathedrals, and Femdal Castles 
Reformation Gh. XIIPalestrina, Polyphonic Mmsie, Martin Lmther, The 
First Hymnal, Birth of the Oratorio (Bible stories acted)
Mmsic in Merrie England Gh. XI7Chained Libraries, Mmsi® for the Mew Ghmrch Organs, Organists and Organ Works Gh. XTII 
Baeh— The Giant Gh. XTIII 
His Ghmrch Works
IMTIGHTGTIOM to MÜSIG - Martin Bernstein (Grades 8 and 9) Polyphony and Harmony Gh. IT 
John Sebastian Bach p. 5?
Bach*s Organ Mmsie pp. 78 and 87 
Ghmrch Cantatas p. 87 
Passion Mmsic p. 90 Mass in 1 Minor p. 95
KEYBOARD JR., Tolmme T, Mo. 1 October 1946(All grades)
Rachmaninoff-Interpreter of Rmssia*s Bells p. 1 Tolmme IX, Mo. 5 December IfiO (All grades)
Song of the Bells p. 7 George Frederick Handel p. B The Messiah p. 4 
The Organ p. 6
LIST1ME1*S AMTHOLOGY of MUSIC, A - Lillian Baldwin 
Mr. Handel of London Gh. II (Grade 9)The Artist p. 47 
The Messiah p. 50 
Xerxes— Largo p. 56
LOG for MUSIC A1Œ1IGANS SIMG - Gee, Leeder and Wilson 
(All grades)
Hymn Tmnes p. 4
MUfTO®, Tü • (Eaklmg Frleads with Mmsi©) Hartshora 
amd Leavitt (Grades 8 amd 9)Pastoral Symphomy from The Messiah p. E41
MISSION BlliS of GÂLIP01NIA, THl - Mari© T. Walsh 
(Grades 8 amd 9)
MÜSIG amd RGMANGl - Hazel G, Kiascella (Grades 8 
aad 9)Mmsie of the Chmrch: Motet, Chorale, Gamtata, and
Oratorio p. 424 The Pipe Organ and Its Mmsi© p. 504
MOSIG for the MGLTITODS - Sidney Harrison (Grade 9) 
The Hemaissanee Gh. Till
MtJSIG im HI^ORT - MeEimmey and Anderson (Grade 9) 
Development of the Plainsong p. 122 
Early Hymns p. 126
MUSIC im the ROMANTIC IRA - Aired linsteim (Grade 9) 
Ghmreh Mmsi© p. 157
MUSIC LOTIR* S HANDBOOE, THE - Hie Siegmeister 
(Grade 9)The Oratorio, Cantata, and Mass p. 132 George Frederiek Handel p. 347
MUSIC THROUGH the AGES - Bamer amd Peyser (Grades 8 
and f)Medieval Mmsie the Prodmct of the Ghmreh Gh. II Mmsie of the ^hmreh-Polyphonie Age Gh. TI
Amtifhomal singing, St. Gecilia, Gregorian Chant, Organs, Development of notation, Organmm, Descant, 
and Madrigals Reformation Gh. Till
Printing, Henry Till, Lmther, Palestrina, Prince 
of Mmsie 
Keyboard Imstrmments Gh. ZIT
Mmsi© and Religion Synonyms— laeh
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS - Edgar Stillman Kelley (All 
grades) The Organ p. #
ORATORIO - Amine W. Patterson (Grade 9)
STORY of MUSIC, A - Barbomr and Freeman (All grades) 
Mmsi® Begins Ch. I 
Palestrina Gh. II Baeh Gh. Ill 
Handel p. 40 Haydn and Oratorio p. 70
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STÏJDY ©f tk© HISTORY ©f MüSIO - Idwarâ Biekensem (Grades 8 and 9)
Song in the Sarly Christian Church p. 14Catholic Liturgy p. 19
Catholic Liturgy Chant p. 21
Chorale Music of the Sixteenth Century p. 47
Early German Protestant Music p. 5©
Protestant Church Musie in England p. §6
Also include:
FAMOUS CATHEDRALS - Edwin layner
FAMOUS STATUES and THEIR STORIES - Edwin Rayner 
T. Educational Outcomes
To emphasize the place the arts have taken in serving 
the church and the fact that much great art has resulted from this devotion to a faith.
To determine the reasons for Idle development of vocal 
music before the development of instrumental music.
To learn to appreciate the voice as a natural instru­ment •
To help pupils discover the fact that man’s urge toward experimentation led to the growth in vocal 
styles.a. Plain song (one voice)
h. Antiphonal (two choir responsive style)
G. Organum and descant 
d. Polyphonic style (many voices)
To study Palestrina, a master of the ’’Golden Age” of vocal musie— 1500-lêOO A. D. Wrote in poly­
phonic style.
To study the historic background of the Reforma­
tion and its social significance - Martin Luther.
To study the development of the chorale and cantata. 
More personal participation in church music.
To help pupils understand the contributions made by Bach to the chorale, the organ choral prelude, and 
the mass as musical forms.
Note: Educational results for this unit are especial­
ly well stated in Music Integration for the 
Junior High School - Lilia Bell© Pitts pp. 143 and 164
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¥HIT III
eHUSMàS wsie 
SmstoBs, Songs, anâ Legemâs of the Christmas Season
I. Amâio-Tisaal Aids
A. Listening - Seeorded Selections
Jingle Bells (Perry Gomo) Victor 2Ô-1971B&A 0 Gome All Ye Faithful
White Christmas (Bing Croshy) 5mm 1S4S9A&5
Jingle Bells (Bing Crosby and the Andrews
Sisters)Santa Clams Is Coming to Town Dacca 252S1A&B
0 Gome All Ye Faithfml (Lotte Lehman) Victor 
Silent Might 10-367B&A
Christmas Candle (John Charles Thomas)
Cmrley Locks Victor 10-1119AAB
Ceremony of Carols (Robert Shaw Chorale)
Victor IM10®@
Away in a Manger (Trapp Family Choir) 
Children's Blessing Victor BllSA&B
Christmas Hymns (Victor Chorale, Robert Shaw,
Director) Victor 11-6
Christmas Carols of Many Lands (Vienna Choir
Boys) Victor Albnm 032
The Song of Christmas (Waring and His Pennsyl­
vanians) Decca Albmm DAH13
♦Twas the Might Before Christmas (Waring and 
His Pennsylvanians) Decca Albnm 43©Other Christmas Songs
Twelve Days of ‘Christmas (Waring and His Pennsylvanians) Dacca 245©0B&A 
Winter Wonderland
Christmas Fantasie (Mark Andrews - Organ) Victor 1981#A&B
Variations om a Noel (E. Power Biggs - Organ)Victor ll-9SEfA&l
And the Glory of the I#rd (Royal ChoralSociety) (both from - The Messiah - Handel) 
Eallelmjah Chorus Victor llSSiA&B
Pastoral Symphony - Handel (Proa - The Messiah 
Handel) (Philadelphia Orchestra - Stokowsky, Condmctor) Victor 7S16A
Christmas Mmsic from The Messiah - Handel (Philadelphia Orchestra - Stokowsky, 
Condmctor) Hmssian Christmas Mmsic Victor ll-f6S7A&B
Nmtcracker Suite Colmmbia Albmm 
Farther suggestions for listening might inclmde:
Records bromght by pmpils
Piano solos of arrangements of Christmas songs, played by members of %he class or
Attendance at concerts of local choral gromps 
presenting Christmas mmsic
Participation in the school Christmas concert
Radio broadcasts of Christmas mmsic
B. Films
Christmas Carols - Handbook
The familiar ”0 Come All Ye Faithfml,^ "Joy to the World," "What Child Is This?," and "Silent Night" are smng by the Bell Singers. 
Simple animated drawings illustrate the 
texts. The story carol, "Good King Weneeslas," is presented in dramatic form by qmaintly animated characterizations. 
Imitations of birds and bells are added to 
the accompaniment of "What Child Is This?"
Merry Christmas - HandbookTraditional carols heard as the Vienna Boys* 
Choir is shown in preparation for an annual 
Christmas festival.
-4ê*
Nativity, The - HaMhook MËWNmtire story of the Hatirity preseated pie- 
torially. Traditional Christmas hymns 
sapply appropriate aeeompaaying musi© for 
the Mystery as described in Lake.
Supplementary Films:
Handel - Bell and Howell Ballet De Santons - Handbook MUD 
Chanton Noel - Handbook MllC Christmas Slippers - Handbook MENG George Frederick Handel - Handbook MIMS
S. Other Visual Aids
Study paintings, stained glass, tapestry, and pageantry; le am how these mediums are used to express adoration of the Child Jesus.
Dramatize the Ĉ r istmas story with musical background.
II, Singing (From the Song Books)
Christmas Bells - (from Stradella)— B 
Sleep, Holy Child - Old French Moel— 2 
Our «hristmas Pie - Old Inglish Tune— 3 Carol of the Creatures - Geman-14@0— 3 Hark, Mow, 0 Shepherds - Moravian Melody— 3 
Mummer’s Song - Old English Carol— 4 Rise Dp, Shepherd and Follow - Christmas Plantation 
song— 4, i A Babe Is Bora— êHow Joyful Are the Tidings - Provincial Carol— 9When Moel Was Gome - French-Canadian Folk Carol— 9
Jesm, Snowy Lamb - Polish Carol— 9
Say, Good Shepherd - French Carol— 9
Loi Jesus Lies Cradled— 10Sing, Ye Faithful, Sing— 10
In Bethlehem - Praetorius— 11A Child Is Born - Bach— 11
The Bell-lingers— 11The Mewborm Child - Bach— 11Magi, Draw Hear— IB
The Mystic Might— IB
Celestial Choirs— IB
A Cherry Tree Carol - Traditional— IB
The Travelers— 13
Voices of the Angels— 13
A usable list of Christmas songs will be found on page, S8i code item— 14
A msaï)le list of Christmas songs will be fommâ om 
4— 15
A-Rookim' All Migkt~lê The Wassail B©ng--1§Go Tell It on the Mommtaim--l$
Rise Up, Shepherd, amd Follow— 1$Song of the Shepherds— I"?
Bringing in the Boar ' s Head— 17
note: Only the less eommom Sĵ ristaas songs appear in
the above list. The familiar Christmas 
earols are fomnd im many song books.
III. Other Aotivities
Play ohime effects and times on melody bells made of 
glass or metal to accompany carol singing.
Make reports in class on Christmas music heard over 
the radio.
Sing carols for "shut ins.”
Sing carols in the halls at school.
Stmdy poetry, and prose; learn how these medinms are 
nsed to express adoration of the Child Jesns.
Study the Pagan rituals and festivals held at this time of year before the Christian Ira.
Compare Christianity with other religions.
Stmdy the commmnal spirit mnderlying Christmas festivities.
Choral readings asing the Christmas theme.
IT. Reading Assignments (Mmsic)
CREATIVE MUSIC for CHILDISH - Satis H. Coleman (All 
How to make instruments: grades)A Sleigh bell melody p. 4©
Bells p. 45 Marimba p. 45 
Mmsical glasses p. 4#
Swiss Bells p. 5%
DISCOVERING MUSIC - McKinney and Anderson (Grade 9) 
The Baroqme— Bach p. 199
HOW MÜSIS - Earner and Peyser (Grades 8 amd 9)
Baeh; The @iamt p. 244Hamdel, Master of Oratorio p. 255
IMTSOOTOTIiM to MOSIO - Martin Bernstein
Baeh— The Oantatas p* 87 (Grades 8 amd 9)Handel p. 9#The Messiah p. 104
EZTBOiRD JR., Tolime T, Mo. 1 Oetoher 1948 
(411 grades) (Refer to Unit II)
Tolmme T, Mo.- 2 MoTemfeer 1948 (All grades) Christmas Carols p. 4
Volnme Till, Mo. 5 Deeemfeer 1949 (All grades) Carols
Tolmme IX, No. 3 Deeember 1950 (All grades) 
(Refer to Emit II)Volume X, Mo. 3 Deeember 19il (All grades)
Appollo Boys* Choir p. 1 Christmas Season of Song p. 3 
Trapp family Singers p. 4 He Shall feed His floek p. 8
OMSCIIilA RIABIR, BOOH IV - Hazel G. Kinseella
Handel*s "Messiah" p. 73 (Grade 7)
Cmly One Baeh p. 92
KIMSCILLA IIAIIR, BOOK V - Hazel G. Kinseella
Christmas Morning im Old England p. 131 (Grade 7)
Christmas at fezziwig's p. 138
Old Christmas Carols p. 141Christmas im Armenia p. 143
Mare king Mas i@ p. 231
KIMSCELLA S1ÂDH, BOOK VI - Hazel G. Kinseella
Pedro and His Posada (Mexiean) p. 174 (Grade 7)The Christmas Lanterns (Greek) p. 179
Singing Towers p. 227
LOG for MCJSIC AMBIICAMS SIMG - See, Leader and Wilson(All grades) 
Merry Christmas and Happy Mew Year p. 82
MÜSIC and R€MAMC1 - Hazel G. Kinseella (Grades 8 and 9) 
folk Carols of framee p. 32 
Mmtoraoker Suite p. 173 Handel— "The Messiah" p. 341 
Saered Cantatas and Oratorios p. 339 
Christmas Oratorio - Baeh p. 430
MUSIC L0VER*8 HANDBOOK, THE - Hlie Siegmeister 
Muteraeker Suite p. 207 (Grade 9)
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MÏÏSI6 THSOWCrH the AGIS - Bam®p and Peyser
Fremek Garais p. 1®@ (Grade 8 and f)
Back p. 151GkrIstmas Oratoria p. 158 Handel and Back Compared p. lil “The Messiak” p. 165
PILOT, THE - (Making Friends witk Mmsic) - Hartskornand Leavitt (Grades 8 and 9) Muteraeker Smite p. 59
T. Edmeational Omtcomes
To keccme familiar witk the place tke arts oeempy in 
expressing tke deeply joyous spirit of Christmas, the adoration of the child, the unselfish interest 
in the happiness of others, tke joy of deep emotion 
shared with the family, the community, the country at large.
To appreciate the heauty of the carols as expressive 
of spiritual heauty.
To develop an interest in tke art music of Palestrina, Baeh, and Handel, expressive of spiritual heauty, 
hut with added power of form, instrumentation, and 
structure.
To help pupils better understand George Frederick Handel, a master of music, a contemporary of Bach; 
his contrihution to the progress of music; his 
public life; the circumstances which led to the 
composition, **The Messiah” and its effect on the king of England, his court, and subsequently tke 
whole of western civilization.
To compare Bach’s life with that of Handel. Baeh 
lived a secluded life, dedicated kis prodigious musical gift to religion— both Catholic and 
Protestant; his cantatas were expressions of deep faith.
To discover the similarity of Bach’s zeal and power 
of conception in tkt Renaissance painters.Raphael, Michelangelo, and Leonardo da Vinci
To kelp pupils understand tke musical fom of the 
oratorio and the cantata.
miT IT
THE BAM31 AS USEB IM WSIG 
latural Folk Expression, tke Source of Our Dance
I. Amâio-Tlsual Aits
A. Listening - Hecorâeâ Selections
Waltz in Db Major - Brahms Victor 170ffD
Waltz-Fantasie - Johann Strauss
Victor lO-lSêSA&B
Hungarian Dance Mo« g in D Minor - Brahms-
Joachim Victor 17S52D
Tritsch-Tratsch Polka - Johann Strauss
Victor 10-1©5@A
Turkey in the Straw - Arr. by OnionVictor 4390A
Rapsodie Espagnole - Ravel Columbia Album X234
Emperor Waltz - Johann Strauss Victor 18E8GA&B
Blue Danube - Johann Strauss (Lily Pons)Victor l§êl©A
Square Dances (Woodhull*s Masters)Victor Albm GS6
Country Dances - Young Peoples Records 313-314
Firebird Suite - Stravinsky Victor Album M-933
Dance Chinois (Muteraeker Suite) -TsehaikowskyArabian Dance (Muteraeker Suite) -
Tsehaikowsky 
Mew York Philharmonic - Rodzinsky, ConductorColumbia Album W@g7
Anitra’s Dance (Peer Cynt Suite) - Grieg 
London Philharmonic - Goossens, Conductor Victor Album M4C4
Country Gardens - Grainger R.C.A. Album VI -Rhythm
Mimmet (Doa Jmaa) - Mozart R.C.A* Albam T -
Rhythm
Hmngarian Baaoes - Brahms R.C.A. Albmm VI -listeaiag
Amaryllis - G-hys R.C.A. Albmm IT - Rhythm
Ballet - Glmek R.C.A. Albmm I - Rhythm
folk Damee - Beethovea Victor 49-1219 LP 45
Gavottes - Baeh Victor 49-1219A IP 45
Further smggestioas for listening might inelmâe:
Recordings;
Dance forms inclmding;Allemande, Bolero, Bomree, Czardas, Galop, Gigme, Habanera, Hornpipe, Mazmrka,
Polka, Polonaise, Reel, Sarabande, Tango, 
Tarantella
(Analyze each for meter and swing)
Popular Dance TunesTunes may be analyzed for meter and swing 
and also interesting discussions may be 
had concerning the modern dance orches­tras and their leaders.
Student or guest performance at the piano
Radio
B. Films
An Optical Poem - Handbook MllC
An orchestral performance of Liszt’s "Second Hungarian Rhapsody" is synchronized with 
moving geometric figures im color.
Beautiful lime Danube Waltz - Handbook MllC 
Vienna Symphony ©rehestra conducted by Robert 
Stolz playing this popular waltz by Johann 
Strauss. Dancing is by members of the Vienna Staats-Cpera Ballet.
People Dance, The - Handbook MIHCDancing related to various social and econ­
omic backgrounds. Pioneer square dances, 
quadrilles, and modern jive are shown.
Also Indian religious dances.
Smpplememtary films t
Ban@es of the Hationa - Bell amâ Howell Bameiag Fleeee, The - British Igformatiem 
Servie esOlâ Tienaa, Home of Waltzes - Ideal Pietmres Corporatioa
World Danees, The - Ideal Pietmres Corporatioa Ballet Be Saatoas - Hamdhook MllB Ceremonial Danees - Handbook MMD 
Fable of the Peacoek, The - Handbook MWG Mary Visits Poland - Handbook MllG Moor's Pavane, The - Handbook MIHG Hat ive Afriea - Handbook MllG Norwegian Folk Danees - Handbook MING 
Hmssian Ballet and Folk Dances - Handbook MING Hhythm of Afriea - Handbook MING 
She and Moon Danee - Handbook MEMO Sibelims (Scaramomehe Ballet Excerpts) - Handbook MENG Spanish Gypsies - Handbook MINS Steps of the Ballet - Handbook MENG 
Swan Lake Ballet - Handbook MING 
Two Ghinese Danees - Handbook MENG Waltz in A Flat Major - Handbook
II. Singing (From the Song Books)
Morris Danee - lith Centmry— 2 Irish Washerwoman— '4 
Pioneer Song--4 Gaptain Jinks— 4 
led liver Valley— 4 Dem Golden Slippers--4Bomnee Aroma* - Georgia Folk Singing Game— 4 Johnny Morgan - American Dance Tmne— 4 
Moje Moceasia— 1®
Yankee Doodle— 1®
Charlie Knapp— IS 
Leather Breeehes— 1®
III. Other Activities
Stmdy note valmes thromgh physical expression
Notebooks to include:Trace basic steps on paper
History of the dance since its beginning (notes 
from readings and oral reports)
Costume designs for particular dances
Execute as many steps as possible
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IT. Reading Assignmemts (Masio)
ARTS, THE - Hendrik Willem Tan Leon (Grade 9)
1‘oMann Stramss p .
J. S. BAGH - Albert Sekweitzer (Grades 8 and f)
BAGH, SEBASTIAN, the Boy from ̂ hnrimgia - Wheeler 
(Delightfml story of Baeh's Life) (Grades 8 and 9)
BUILDING AMERIGA (Periodieal) Tolime Til No. 8 
America ©iseoTers Its Songs (All grades)
DANCE, TEE— Its Place in EDUCATION - Margaret Newell H’Doabler (Grades 8 and 9)
DEEP PLOWING BRGOE - M. Goss (All grades )(The Story of Johann Sebastian Baeh)
PUNDAMENTAL8 OP RHYTHM and DANCE - Betty Lynd 
Thompson (Grades 8 and 9)
Polk Dancing and Its Use p. 174 (Polk dance spells from a rhythmic approach)
GOOD MORNING - Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford (All grades) 
Galls and Directions for Old Time Dancing
HOW MUSIC GREW - Baiaer and Peyser (Grades 8 and 9)Dancing of primitive man pp. 4 and 6The People Dance and Sing Ch. IX Origin of the Suite p. 128 
National Portraits in Polk Music Ch. X Influence of Negro Dances on American Music p. 148 
Dance Tunes Grow Up--8uites— Ch. XT Bach, The Giant Gh. XTIII
INTRODUCTION to W M W  - Martin BernsteinOrchestral Suite in D p. 81 (Grades 8 and 9)
Bach Gh. TI
KINSGILIA READER, BOOK IT - Hazel G. Kinseella
Johann Strauss, the Waltz King p. 129 (Grade 7)
LISTENER'S ANTHOLOGY of MUSIC, A - Lillian Baldwin 
Brahms, a Musical Philosopher Gh. Til (Tolume 1) 
The Artist p. 224
Hungarian Dances No. § and No. 8 p. 237
LISTENER*S ANTHOLOGY of MUSIC, A - Lillian Baldwin 
Polonaise in A Major, Opus 40 Chopin p. 81 Mazurka in B-Plat Minor, Opus 7, No. 1 p. 83 
Talse in 0-Sharp Minor, Opus 84, No. 2 p. 85 
Edward Hagerup Grieg p. 105 (Tolume H) (Grade 9)
The Artlet p. 113 
Peer Gymt Smite No. 1 p. 117 Mmsic a M  the Ballet p. 3f?
Iger Straviasky p. 4©@
The lirefeird Smite (Ballet Smite) p. 411
HODllM DAISI for the YOUTH of AMllIGA - Imth ladir Modéra Uaace ia Eelatioa to Omr Gmltmre Oh. I 
The Other Arts in Relation to Dance and the Omltmre
Gh. II
Omr Heritage in Dance Gh. Ill Dance im Edmeation Gh. IT
Experiences im Gromp Gommmmication Thromgh DanceGh. T
Experiences with Tarions Kinds of Accompaniment
for Dance Ch. Til 
Extending the Dance Experience of Stmdents Ch. Till 
Fmtmre Directions in Dance Gh. IX (Grade 9)
MUSIC and ROMAHOl - Hazel G. Kinseella
Eolk-mmsic of the Old World p. 24
Folk-mmsic of the Hew World p. 48Classic Smite p. 102Ballet pp. 154, 162, 174, 596Smites: Contrast in Dances— Serial Story-Telling
p. 157Mmsic in this Centmry p. 205 (Grades 8 and 9)
MUSIC EUH - (Theory and Appreciation Workbook 3)The Dance p. 46 (All Grades)
MUSIC in HISTORY - McKinney and Anderson (Grade 9) Dancing: Primitive, Egyptian, Minoan, Greek,Roman, Early Christian, Middle Ages, Sixteenth 
and Seventeenth Centmry, Waltz 
Dance Songs of the Time p. 187
MUSIC DOTER*S HAHDBOOK, THE - Elie Siegmeister 
Ballet and Mmsic p. 298 (Grade 9)
MUSIC on the AIR - Hazel G. KinsceUa
Folk Dance and The Ballet p. 89 (Grades 8 and 9)
MUSIC THROUGH the AGES - Bamer and Peyser
Folk Mmsic Thromgh the Ages Ch. X (Grades 8 and 9)
PILOT, THE - (Making Friends with Mmsic) - Hartshorn
and Leavitt (Grades 8 and 9) 
Hmtoracker Smite p. 39 
Blme Dammhe Waltz p. 83
POPULAR ballroom DANCES - Thomas E. Parson (Grade 9) 
The Modem Waltz p. 34
STORIES BEHIND tk@ WORLD *S GREAT MGSIG - SigmmmiSpaeth (Grade ©)Johann Sebastian Bach p* #
8T0RY-LITES of HASPEl MOSIGIAHS - Harriette Brower 
Johann Sebastian Baeh p. f (All grades)
TIAOHING SOS IAL DANGIHG - Harris and Keys
Early American Dances p. 1 (Grades © and 9) 
Correct Dancing Positions Ch. II
T, Edmcational Ontcomes
To establish the fact that the enjoyment of dancing 
is increased becanse it is shared with others.
To learn that the dance as an art is an ontgrowth 
of a natural spontaneous physical response to the rhythm of mature.
To learn that response to rhythm with bodily motion is a native, instinctive reaction.
To appreciate the fact that this natural bodily 
movement is effective, in lightening work and makes 
play more joyous.
To learn that dance forms are organized movements.
To help pupils understand that accompanying music for 
dance forms has pattern, design, and form.
To help pupils leam to recognize various rhythmic 
types and forms— waltz, minuet, folk dances; 
classical suite; idealized dance forms.
To emphasize that music is a social thing, and through 
the danee one may create or recreate music, however 
simple it may be.
To learn that songs and dances of a people reflect the character and age in which they live.
WIT T
MOZART AND WASHINGTON
Culture ia the New World a Reflection 
of the Mother Countries
I. Audio-Visual Aids
A. Listening - Reeorded Selection#
March of the Priests from "The Magie Flute" - Mo#irt R.C.A. Album V - Rhythm
Minuet from "Bon Giovanni" - Mozart R.C.A. Album T - Rhythm
Lullaby - Mozairfc Tie tor 45-5024
Theme from Sonata im A - Mozart Victor 54-503®
Turkish March - Mozart (Played on the harpsi­
chord by Wanda Landowska) Victor llfSB
Rounds and Jingles (King’s Men) DeccaAlbum 207
Sarly American Ballads (John Jacob Miles)
Victor Album M604
Said the Piano to the Harpsichord Young
Peoples Records 411A&B
Minuet from Divertimento - Mozart-Hiefetz
(Hiefetz) Victor 12-G708B
Sonata Mo. 8 in C - Mozart Victor 12-070©,
078@A&B
Q,uartet in D Minor - Mozart VictorAlbum IM1209
Abduction from the Seraglio— Overture - Mozart
Victor 11-9191A&B
Marriage of Figaro— Overture - Mozart
Victor 14325A
Symphony Mo. 3i in C Major - Mozart ColumbiaAlbum W307
Symphony Mo. 41 in C Major (Jupiter) - Mozart Cosi fan Tutte— Overture - Mozart
Columbia Album MM5S5
Symphony in B Major - Mozart Vox 171
Further suggestions for listening might include :
Recordings:
The Music of the American Indian
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The Mmsi© of the Amerieam Negro (Religiomsand Secular)Folk SongsPlay Songs
Dances
War SongsOther Mo%art Musie
Performances hy students or guest artists of 
music of this period
1* Films
Colonial Williamshurg - Handhook MINO
Shows town life, customs, costumes and the 
music of the period.
Fine Kleine Nachtmmsik - Handhook MEMO Mozart*s lovely serenade, ”A Little Night 
Music,K played hy Vienna Symphony Orchestra 
with Erips eondhcting.
Harpsichord, The - Handhook MEMOLovely music was written for this instrument, 
which is the forerunner of the piano, hy 
Bach, Handel, William Byrd, Mozart and 
others. Its tones are heard in this film, 
which shows hoth its heauty of appearance and its physical structure.
Marriage of Figaro, The - Brandon Films, Inc. This Mozart opera is brought admirably to the 
screen. The perfection of Mozart*s music has in mo way heen sacrificed to the visual 
presentation of this cimedy plot. The 
playing of the Berlin State Orchestra is
Supplementary Films:
In Mozart's Footsteps - Brandon Films, Inc. 
Mozart - Brandon Films, Inc.Mount Vernon - Eastin Pictures, Inc. Washington im Virginia - Eastin Pictures, Inc. 
Colonial Children - Encyclopaedia Britannica
Films, Inc.Planters of Golonial Virginia - Encyclopaedia
Britannica Films, Inc. Bolmetsch Family, The - Handbook MING 
Iturbi, Jose (Harpsichord) - Handbook MENG 
Mozart and Barrios on Six Strings - HandbookMENG
Ten Minutes with Mozart - Ideal PicturesCorporatioa
Brms Along tke Mohawk - Teaehlmg Film 
Historié Virginia - Teachimg Film 
Land of Liberty - Teaching Film 
Story of Klias Howe, The - Teaching Film
0. Other Vismal Aids
Portrait paintings of the 18th Gentmry 
Gainst©romgh, Reynolds, Goya, and others
ArchitectmreColonial - middle and southern colonies in 
the United States 
Farope of the 18th Gentmry
Chalk illustrations of scenes of this period
II. Singing (From the Song looks)
Washington’s Birthday— 1The Minuet - (From the opera "Don Giovanni”) -Mozart——2Hail to Wajghington— S Molly Pitcher— 3 
Daniel Boone— 3Arkan8aw Traveler - Old American Reel Tune— 3
Whistle, Daughter, Whistle - Hârly American Song— 3Jennie Jeinfcins - Early American Song— 3
Wait, Old Mule - Early American Tmne— 3
The Little Pig - Vermont Folk Song— 3
Goncord Hymn— 4Valley Forge--4
Chester--4Yankee Doodle - American Song— 4, 6, 14, 16 
Gaptain Jinks - Old American Song— 4, 16 Barbara Allen - From the Virginia of the 1650’s— 4 
Joily Old Roger - Vermont Folk Song--4 Jiffery, James, and John - Vermont Folk Song— 4 
Cumberland Gap - Early American Song— 4 
The Alphabet - Mozart— 4, 6, 14Ships (From the opera "Don Giovanni” ) - Mozart— 5 
The American Hymn— 7 At Close of Day - Mozart— 8
The Magic Flute - (From the opera "The Magic Flute”)Mozart— ®
Festival Song - Mozart— 8
Sweet Betsy from Pike - American Traditional— 9By Golden Chains - Mozart— 9
The Land of Youth - Mozart— 9Arise, Ye Sons and Daughters - Mozart— 10
The Forge - Mozart— 11
A Jolly Song - (From the opera "Gosi fan Tutte”) -Mozart— 11
—
All-Wise Nature - Mozart— IS
Rosy Boy, Posy Boy - American Traditional— ISThe Carpenter - American Traditional— ISGreen Willow - Ameriean Traditional— IS
The Frog ia the Spring - Ameriean Traditional— ISWhat Is This Splendor? (From the onera "The Marriage
of Figaro") - Mozart— IS The Frog Went Co’tin’ - Ameriean Traditional— 13, 17 Revolutionary Tea— 14 The Blacksmith - Mozart— 14 Hey Betty Martin— 14 
Riflemen's Song at Bennington— 14 
The Constit^ion and the Guerriers— 14 
Sweet Bells - (From the opera "The Magie Flute”) -Mozart— 17Contentment - Mozart— 18 
The Vesper Hour - Mozart— 18 Laughing Spring - Mozart--18 
In the Greenwood - Mozart— 18 Old Hundred— 14, 16, 1®
Landing of the Pilgrims— 18
III. Other Activities
Make flutes in imitation of fifes^®
Have demonstrations of the Virginia Reel, Minuet and 
Gavotte
Notebooks to Include:Notes from readings and class reports 
Notes on making flutes and other instruments 
Original illustrations or pictures from magazines, 
or hoth Banco step notes
Films
Other related areas of the period that might he 
developed if interest and time permitted concern 
these people:Literature amd Statesmen 
Benjamin Franklin 
Patrick Henry 
Alexander Hamilton Thomas Jefferson
InventorsJames Watt, invent or of the steam engine
®̂Satis N. Coleman, Creative Music for Children. 
(New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons), 19E2
Bemjamim Branfclim, electrieal research111 Whitmey; imremtor @f the cottem gim
James Hargreaves, inveator of the splmalag-jemmy
Elias Howe, Imvemtor of the sewiag-machiaeCyras H. McCormick, ia vent or of the reap iag-ma chime
Farther mames to he cornsiâered, thoagh they followei 
im the Mimeteemth ceatary are:Historiaa, Frameis Parkmam Orators, Damiel Wehster amd Heary Clay Writers of f let ioa, Washiagtom Irvimg, James Femimore Cooper, Nathamiel Hawthorae 
Essayists, Ralph Waldo Bmersoa, Heary D. Thoream, 
amd Oliver Weadell Holmes Poets, Heary W. Longfellow, Edgar Allan Poe,
William Cullen Bryant, James Russell Lowell,
John G. Whittier, and Walt Whitman
TV. Reading Assignments (Music)
ARTS, THE - Hendrik Willem Tan Loom (Grade 9)Goya, The Last of the Great Universal Painters
p. 474
BISCOTlRIIfG MUSIC - McKinney amd Anderson (Grade 9) 
Form (Compare to fora ia architecture) p. 37 The Roccoco Age— Art amd Music p. 181 
A Mirror of the Eighteenth Century p. 108 Development of the Piano p. 887
GOOD H0US1K11PBÎG MAGAZINE - February 1958 (All grades) 
The Mozart Mystery p. 183
GREAT MUSICIANS AS CHILDREN - Franc iska Schwimmer Taming the Customs Guard p. 80 (All grades)
HISTORY of MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, THE - Curt Sachs 
The Renaissance (Grade 9)
The Harpsichord
HISTORY of POPULAR MUSIC.ia AMERICA, A - Sigmund 
Round Our Infancy p. 15 Spaeth (Grade 9)
The Stirring Sixties p. 137
HOW MUSIC GREW - Bauer and Peyser (Grades 8 and 9)
The Viennese School--Mozart p. 134 Characteristics of Mozart's Music p. 137 
Mozart's Dramatic Music p. 139 
The Overture to The Magic Flute p. 140
The Clavier p. 141 The Harpsichord p. 310
INTRODUCTION to MUSIC - Martin Bernstein
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart p. 134 (Grades 8 and 9)
—@1—
Hf GOOD OLD COLONIAL TIKES - Kent amd Tarahls 
Mmsio Societies p. 3@ (All grades)
KINSGSLLA RIADER, BOOK V - Hazel G. Kimsoella Kmsi© witk Reed Pipes p. 1 (Grade ?)
Tke Little Magieiam ©f Mmsie p. 174
Tke King and tke Magie Stiek p.M©amt Vernon Bells p. 341
KINSGSLLA RSADH, BOOK VI - Hazel G. Kinseella 
Tke Magie Pinte p. §1 (Grade 7)
Mozart's Snrprise p. 140Tke Story of tke Keyboard p. 213
LISTENER'S ANTHOLOGY OP ffiJSIG, A - Lillian Baldwin
Volnme I (Grade 9)Mozart Mirrors tke ligkteentk Gentmry Gk. IV Tke Artist p. 11©
Tke Marriage of Figaro— Overtmre p. 116 Tke Magic Pint e— Overt nr© p. 118
LIVES of POOR BOYS WHO BIG AMI FAMOUS - Sarak K.Bolton (Grade 7)
Wolfgang Amadens Mozart p. 36
LOG for MUSIC AMERICANS SING - Gee, Leeder and Wilson 
Mnsket, Fife and Drnm p. 16 (All grades)
MAGIG FLUTE, THE - adapted by Robert Lawrence(All grades)
MUSIC and ROMANGE - Hazel G. Kinseella (Grades 8 and 9) 
Tke Harpsiehord p. 287 
Mozart pp. 333 and 457
MUSIC LOVER'S HANDBOOK, THE - Hie Siegmeister
Wolfgang Amadens Mozart: Jupiter Symphony p. 152
Mozart p. 395
Musie in Early America p. 661 Prefaces to "Tke New England Psalm Singer" and 
"Tke Singing Master's Assistant" p. 662
MUSIC of GEORGE WASHINGTON’S TIME, THE - John Tasker
Howard (All grades)Tke Musical Bael^rcmnd p. 5
Musie Associated with Historic Events p. 9
Music Issued by Musie Publishers p. 24
MJSIC to MY EARS - Deems Taylor (Grade 9)
Now tke Grease Paint p. 20 
Experts Gan Stub Their Toes p. 90 
Tke Tongue Without Words p. 100
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msiQAL IMSTITMIMTS - Karl Geiringtr (Grate 9)
OPERAS EVERT CHILD SHOULD KNOW - Mrs. Mary S. Bacoa 
The Magie Elate Ch. % (All grates)
PILOT, THE - (Makiag Erieats with Mmsic) Hartshora
ant Leavitt (Grades @ ant 9) Eemr German Dances f. 5iOvertmre t© "The Marriage of Eigaro” p. 85 Minmet from Symphony im 1 Major p. 11©
STORIES BEHIND the WORLD »S GREAT MUSIC - Sigmmnt
Spaeth (Grate 9)Mozart Writes His Own Regmiem p. 67
STORIES Of OUR AMERICAN PATRIOTIC SONGS - John Henry 
Two Patriotic Marches p. 25 Lyons (All grades)
STORY of MUSIC, A - Barhomr ant Ereeman (All grades) Mozart p. 75
V, leading Assignments (Literatmre)
WORLDS of ADVENTURE - Bailey ant Leavell (Grade 7) Daniel Boone, Arthur Gmiterman p. 221 (Poem) Washington, Robert Haven Schamffler p. 224 (Poem) Booker T. Washington, Arthmr Hmff Eamset p. 245 Story of a Negro hoy who took the name of the father of his eomntry for his own name Erie Canal, p. 294 (Poem)
APPREGIATING LITERATURE - Cross and Lehr (Grade 7) The Pioneer, Arthmr Gmiterman p. 62 (Poem)My Log Cabin, A Pioneer Mother of One Hnndred Years Ago p. 72 Description of a log cabin, written by the pioneer mother who helped bmild it
LITERATURE for the JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL - Briggs, Cmrrvand Payne (Grade 7; The Cherry-Tree Story, Mason L. Weems p. 217 Original version of the famong story of George Washington and the cherry tree The Young Surveyor, Horace 1. Scatter p. 219 Story of George Washington's "roughing" it when he was a surveyor Betty's Ride: A Tale of the Revolution, Henry S.Canby p. 234 The Courtship of Miles Standish, Henry WadsworthLongfellow p. 255
GROWTH in READING, Book One - Pooley and Walcott Paul lever's Ride, Henry Wadsworth LongfellowP. 427 (Grade 7)
UNDERSTANDING LITERATURE - Cross, Dak in, and Hanlon 
Washington, Nancy Byrd Turner p. 153 (Poem)
(Grade 8)
LITEHÂTÜll f ®r tke JlMIOl HIGH SCHOOL, B©ok TwoBriggs, Omrry, and Payne, Jr. (Grade 8) 
Barbara Allen’s Cruelty p. 94 (Poem)Telling tke Bees, Jekm Greenleaf Whittier p. 179 
(Poem) This poem is based upon a strange eustom 
brought from their homes by the New England 
colonists
Hnder the Old Elm, Horace E. Scudder p. 253George Washington’s letter to his wife, following 
his acceptance to be coimander-in chief-of the American army What Is an American? J. Hector St. John deCrevecoeur p. 2@3 Am expression by the author 
of the future possibilities of America, published 
about the time the Sevolutionary War ended 
Snow-Bound, John Greenleaf Whittier p. 293 Story of a simple Quaker household of Old New
JHNIOH HIGH SCHOOL LITERATUSl, Book Two - Elson,
Keck, and Burris (Grade 8) Goncord Hymn, Ralph Waldo Emerson p. 315 (Poem) 
Poem marking the completion of the monument marking the spot of the Battle of Concord 
Liberty and Union, George Washington p. 319 
Prom Washington’s farwell address to Gomgress
BEACON LIGHTS of LITERATURE - Chamberlain and
Richards (Grade 9)
I Hear America Singing, Walt Whitman p. 777 (Poem]
GOOD READING for JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS, ADVENTURE,
Cross, Smith, and Stauffer (Grade 9) Letter to Dr. John Cochran, George Washington p. 253 Reveals the playful side of the Father 
of his country
TI. Educational Outcomes
To encourage some interest in and appreciation of: 
MozartWpnder child and man; fascinating facts of his great musical talent 
Sparkling gift of melody and contributions to 
the world of beautiful music At the Court of Maria Theresa of Austria and his 
friendship as a child with Marie Antoinette 
Visits to European courts— Italy, Prance, and
Extremely charitable disposition toward those in need
Music
—
Ordered, for ammsemeat of royalty a ad dependant apoa royal patronage 
Compositions assamed a formality of design suited to eoartly @ireles 
Themes were repeated and eoatrasted in an orderly pattern
Understanding of the symphony and pure musie Many themes originated from the songs and dances of the people
Instruments
Sarly keyboard instruments ancestors of the piano­
forte
Cultural and social life of our early colonists a reflection of European arts and refinement#
Comparison between life at the court of the kings 
in Europe and that of the camps of Washington ia America
Similarities between ideas of design, pattern, 
form, dress, furniture, architecture, interior decoration, and music of the period
The importance of religion and music in the lives 
of the early settlers in the United States
The place of the "singing schools"
The importance of such songs as Yankee Doodle, Old 
Hundred, Chester, Mother Goose Melodies for Children, Hail Columbia, and some few others.
UNIT VI
GODS OF THE lOlSlMEH 
The ling Operas of Wagner
I. Audio-Visual Aids
A. Listening - Recorded Selections
Ho listing of recordings is given for this particular unit. The reason for this is that 
since Long Flaying recordings are becoming more in demand, the old recordings are becom­
ing more difficult to get. It is, therefore, 
advisable to check the catalogues of the various recording companies to secure the desirable re-
“ ê § “
wordings to be msed im eommeetion witk tkis mmit.
Tke followiag are suggestions whick may be followed:
Imtramee ©f tke Gods into Talkalla 
Tke Sword Hilt Gleams im tke Firelight Siegmumd Greets the Spring light Siegmumd Draws tke Sword from tke Tree 
Wotam Bids Brummkilde Shield Siegmumd 
Tke Hide of tke ValkyriesBruankilde Gives Sieglimde tke Broken SwordWotam^s FarewellSiegfried Cleaves tke Anvil
Siegfried in tke Forest
Bninnkilde’s Awakening
Brmmakilde and SiegfriedBrmnakilde’s Farewell to Siegfried
Siegfried^s Ikine JourneyAfter tke SlaughterThe Sunlight WeavesRest ThomEm©west Thou Well (#runmkilde*s ImmolationSeeme)
Further suggestions for listening might imolude:
leeords bearing relation to the unit brought by the pupils
Guest artists singing themes from tke operas of *The Ring”
Themes played by the pupils or guest artists 
at the piano
Themes sung from notation in books or on tke 
board
Radio broadcasts of the operas of ”The Ring”
B. Film
The Symphony Orchestra - Bell and Howell 
Tke ”Ride of tke Valkyries” and ”Lokengrin”
<5, Other Visual Aids
Maps showing the Rhine regions of Germany
Prints and pictures on the bulletin board to 
help tell the story of the operas
Dolls dressed to represent the characters of 
the operas
Dioramas pie taring the important scenes from the operas
II • Singing
Write the musie of the motives on the hoard, play on the piano, and sing from the hoard in order to be­
come familiar with these motives before listening to the complete music*
(See Mmsic Integration in the Junior High School—  Lilia Belle Pitts p* 144, for teaching aids in 
this unit)
III. Other Activities
Notebooks to inclmde:References to Iceland and the Scandinavian coun­
tries and their part in this particular study—  Norse folk legends, the subject of the "Ring of 
the Nibelung"Motives from the operas
IT. Reading Assignments (Musie)
CLASSIC MYTHS in ENGLISH LITERATURE and ART - Charles 
The Ring of the Nibelung p. 41© Gay ley (Grade 9)
DISCOVERING MUSIC - McKinney and Anderson (Grade 9) 
Wagner*s "Siegfried Idyll” p. 91
ETHICS of WAGNER’S "THE RING of the NIBELUNG”, THE -
Mary E. Lewis (Grade 9)
ETUDE MAGAZINE - October, Nove^er, Deeember 195# 
Richard Wagner’s "Nibelungen Ring” (All grades)Monthly series; themes and story of Ring - Part I,
II, III, IT
GREAT MUSICIANS as CHILDREN - Franeiska Schwimmer 
Wagner p. 1§£ (All grades)
GREAT PROGRAM MUSIC - Sigmund Spaeth (All grades) Richard Wagner’s Musical Drama p. IB©
HOW MUSIC GREW - Bauer and Peyser (Grades 8 and 9) 
Wagner, the Wizard Ch. ZXT
INTRODUCTION to MUSIC - Martin Bernstein Biography of Richard Wagner p. 27©Musie Dramas p. 277 (Grades 8 and 9)
KEYBOARD JR., T©lme TI, No. 7 April 1948Riekard Wagmor— Storay Genius of Opera (Emitre issue) Volume VII, No. 8 May 1949 
Ride of the Valkyries p. 7Volume IS, No. 8 May 1951 
Myths and Legends ia Musie p. 1 (All grades)
KINSCELLA READER, BOOK IV - Hazel G. Kinseella 
Of Vikings Bold p. B23 (Grade 7)
LISTENER'S ANTHOLOGY of MCJSIO, A - Lillian Baldwin 
Wagner and Musie Drama p. 288 Volume I
The Artist p. 290 The Valkyrie p. 518
Magie Fire Musie p. 320 
Side of the Valkyries p. 321
MASTERS in MINIATURE - George G. Jell (All grades) 
Wagner's Life p. 149
MASTERS of MUSIS - Anna Ghapin (All grades)
Wagner p. 373
MENTOR, THE (Making Friends with Musie ) - Hartshornand Leavitt (Grades 8 and 9) 
Der Ring des Nihelungen p. Ill 
Das Rheingold p. 112 Die Walkure p. 117 
Siegfried p. 189 Die Got terdammerung p. 198
MUSIG and ROMANGE - Hazel G. KinseellaFolk Musie of Norway p. 45 (Grades 8 and 9)The Ring of the Nihelungen p. 3§8 The Leitmotif p. 387 
Life of Wagner p. 390
MUSIG LOVER'S HANDBOOK, THE - Elie Siegmeister 
Ride of the Valkyries p. 194 (Grade 9)
The Growth of Opera p. 252,
Richard Wagner p. 488
MUSIG in THE ROMANTIG ERA - Alfred Einstein 
Wagner p. 228 (Grade 9)
OPERAS EVERY CHILD SHOULD KNOW - Dolores Bacon 
Wagner and the Ring p. 308 (All grades)
OUTLINES of MUSIG HISTORY - Clarence G. Hamilton Opera in the 19th Gentruy Ch. IX (Grades 8 and 9)
PRIZE SONG; STORIES of FAMOUS OPERAS - Henriette
Weher (All grades)
The Four Operas of the Ring— Wagner
“ê®”
RING of the NIBEKWG, THE - Ernest Hatcheson
(Grade 9)
SIEGFRIED - Rehert Lawrenee (All grades)
STORIES from the GREAT METROPOLITAN OPERAS - Helen
Dieke (All grades)The Ring of the Nihelmng p, 151
STORIES of GREAT MUSICIANS - Katherine Lois Seobey 
Early Life of Wagner p. S3 (All grades)
STORY LIVES of MASTER MUSICIANS - Henriette Brower 
Richard Wagner p. (All grades)
STORIES BEHIND the WORLD’S GREAT MUSIG - Sigmamd
Spaeth (Grade f)
VICTOR BOOK of OPERA, THE - Charles O'Connell
(All grades)
WHâT W1 HEAR in MUSIC - Anne Shaw Faulkner Wagner p. 110 (All grades)
The Opera p. gOi
The Early Wagner p. 284The Ring of the Nibelung p. 28iThe Late Wagner p. 230
YOUNG PEOPLE'S STGRT of MUSIC - Ida WhiteombWilhelm Richard Wagner p. 382 (All grades)
V. Reading Assignments (Literature)
CLASSIC MYTHS in ENGLISH LITERATURE and ART -
Charles Mills Gayley Myths of the Norse Gods Ch. XXVII
Myths of the Norse and Old German Heroes Ch. XXVIII 
The Ring of the Nibelung Ch. XXIX
MYTHOLOGY - Edith Hamilton
STORIES of the GODS and HEROES - Sally Benson 
VI. Educational Outcomes
To study Richard Wagner as a man of great power of conception of musical ideas.
To leam that Wagner's ideal of a union of all the 
arts in contributing toward a perfect dramatic expression was uppermost in his mind.
To learn why Wagner chose the Norse folk legends as 
a fitting subject for his lofty ideal.
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To help pupils understaad that Wagmer had a tremend­ous feeling for drama whieh earried his Ideal to 
fulfillment in his music dramas.
To understand Wagner’s use of the leitmotif and sy^olism* He interwove the leitmotifs in am orchestral polyphony which tells the story more plainly than words.
To bring out the fact that Wagner's use of orchestral 
tome color aided the symbolism.
To learn that the human voice was used as one instru­
ment among the others.
To gain added knowledge of instrumental tone ĝ uality 
and its possibilities in dramatic power— an under­
standing of why the majestic Valhalla theme with 
its diverging chord progression and full orchestral tone is suggestive of the tremendous height of lofty mountain peaks and indicates the reaching to infinite space above them, of god-like dignity and 
grandeur; of why Wagner uses the "ground tone" expressive of all nature (used in cellos and double 
basses); brass quality is expressive of "the sword" and so on through all the motives.
UNIT VII
EV0LUTI61 OF JAZZ 
An Aspect of Our American Music
I. Andio-Visual Aids
A. Listening - Recorded Selections
No sÀ-cctions are listed for this unit. In connection with this topic, more than any 
other, pupils are eager to bring records. 
Suitable recordings may be selected from those brought, and in this way a far greater 
variety of recordings may be heard. Fine selections are suggested in many of the 
reading assignments. It is imperative that 
reports on radio programs be heard so that new selections may be added from time to 
time.
Further suggestions for listening might include:
-?©-
Films
ÿkat Màn Samson - Bell and Howell
Alexander's Ragtime Band - Films Imeorporated The story of the first reeognition of jazg as a trnly American art foim, msimg Irving 
Berlin's mmsie against a haekgrommd of the 
Barhary ©oast of San Francisco.
Be ©one Ball Gare - HamdhookThe Oscar Peterson Trio plays jazz music that 
is interpreted in restless lines, colors 
and forms that change with the rhythm of the music.
Life in Old Louisiana - Handbook M1K3
The Delta country of the Mississippi River 
is shown— customs, manners, music, archi­tecture and religion as well as packet 
boats, plantations and other aspects of economic life.
Music in America - Handbook MUfGFeatures such outstanding musical personali­ties as Marian Anderson, George Gershwin, Benny Goodman, violinist Mischa liman, and 
conductor Serge Houssevitsky. Shows how jazz was derived from Negro folk music, howGershwin was inspired by this popular idiomof his time.
Bubbling ®ver (Ethel Waters) - Ideal PicturesGorporatiom
n. Singing (From the Song Books)
Little David - Spiritual— 1, 5, 13, IS
Heav'n, Heav'n - Spiritual— 1 Steal Away— 1, £, S, 1©
Shortmin' Bread--1, 3, S, 9, IS Every Time I Feel the Spirit - Spiritual--3, 5 
Jacob's Ladder - Spiritual— 3, 4, 5 
Swing Low, Sweet Ghariot— 3, 16, If She'll Be Coming 'Round the Mountain - Southern Work 
Song——3John Henry, Negro Work Song— 3, §
Go Down, Moses - Spiritual— 3, 4, 5, ê, 11, 16, 17 All the Pretty Little Horses - Negro Song— 3 
The Boll Weevil - Southern Work Song— 3 
Bern Golden Slippers— 4
Music in the Air - Minstrel Song of the I860's— 4 
Balm of Gilead - Minstrel Song of the 1860's— 4
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©©©d-By@, Liza Jam® - Mimstrel Song of th@ 1870*8— 4Mary and Martha - Megro Spiritmal--4
The Old Ark*s A-Moverin’ - Spiritaal— 4lise Wp, Shepherd and Follow - Christmas Plantation
Song——4, 1#Grood News in the Kingdom— §Groia* to Sheet All Over Sod*s Heav’n— §, 11 Little Wheel a-Tmrnim*— 6, 11, 17 Deep liver— 1©Inehin* Along— 11 
I’m a-lollimg— 10
A nsable olassified list will he fommd on
page 384— 14
A usable olassified list will be found on page 4— 15
Nobody Knows the Trouble I See— 14Joshua lit de Battle of Jericho— 14
Long-Distan®e Blues--14
Sign of de Judgment— 14
look o’ Jubilee— 14Poor Wayfaring Stranger— 14Bese Bones— 14
Li’l ’Liza Jane— 14
Keep in the Middle ob de load— 17I Couldn’t Hear Nobody Pray— 1©
III. Other Activities
Sing and play popular tunes
Sing and play old Negro tunes
Sing and play art compositions using Negro idioms 
Clap rhythms
Try to discriminate between the types of jazz heard 
over the radio
Use ’social instruments” as suggested in Hnit I
NotebooksAppropriate picturesTrace the history of the development of jazz 
(class reports)Note favorite rhythmic patterns
Choral readings
An original minstrel show may be a class project
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Refer to the suocess of Negroes Im other fields than the fine arts
Study the style of jazz band leaders 
IT. Reading Assignments
AMHI0A DISSOTEIS ITS SONGS - Trane es M. Foster 
Idltor - Pamphlet (All grades)
Omr Negro Spirituals Date frcra the Days of Slavery
p. 232
AMIRIOAN BALLâDS and I OIK SONGS - John A. and AlanLomax (All grades)Greole, Mountain White Minstrel,
et cetera pp. 211-299 
Spirituals pp. 577-êlO
ARTS, THE - Hendrik Willem Tan Loon (Grade 9)Chopin, The Originator of the Modern Nationalistic 
"Blues" p. 609
AT HCME with MUSIC - Sigmund Spaeth (Grade 9) 
Modernism and Jazz p. 23#
BANDS PIAY ON, THE - Phyllis Ann Carter (All grades) Today's Bands and Orchestras Ch. XI
BOOK of MODERN COMPOSERS, THE - David Iwen
Jazz - Introduction p. 19 (All grades)
George Gershwin p. 4SI
BUILDING AMERICA - Tolume TII, No. 8 - AmericaDiscovers Its Songs (All grades) 
Our Negro Spirituals Date from the Days of Slaveryp. 232
America's Song Heritage Produces Jazz p. 24®
CORONET - March 1951 (All grades)
Duke Ellington Selects: The Best In Jazz p. 121
CURRENT IIQGRAPHT - Anna Rothe, Editor (All grades)
DISCOVERING MUSIC - McKinney and Anderson (Grade 9) 
Composer's Materials p. 24 Dvorak's "New World Symphony" p. 98
GEORGE GERSHWIN— A STUDY OF AMERICAN MUSIC - Isaac
Golberg (Grades 8 and 9)
HISTORY of JAZZ In AMERICA - Barry Ulanov (Grade 9) Structure of Jazz p. 3
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HISTOIT ©f ÎIÜSIC, A - Theodore MeFinney (Grade 9) 
imerieam Mmsic p. @04
HISTOIT of FOPOLâS MGSIG im iMlRIGA - Sigmund Spaeth 
Ragtime to Jazz p. 369 (Grade 9)
HGW MAN MADE MUSIC - Fannie 1. Biachanaa
From Folk Song to Symphony p. S21 (Grades 8 and 9)
HOW MUSIG GREW - lamer and Peyser (Grades 8 and 9)The Bahyheod of Mmsie Gh. IThe Savage Makes His Mmsie Gh. IISongs of Work and Labor p. 117
Mmsie of the Ameriean Negro— Spirituals p. 143Mmsie Founded in Negro Themes p. 447
Negro Spirituals Versus Jazz p. 30©
Two Jazz Geniuses p. 503
HOW TO BE a BAND LEADER - Paul Whiteman (Grade 9)
INSIDE B1-B0P - Leonard Feather (Grade 9)
Popular Mmsie and Jazz p. 9 Jazz Artists p. 76 
Jazz Pattern p. 49
JAZZ - Robert Goffin (Grade 9)
From Spirituals to Boogie Woogie p. 210
JAZZ from the CONGO to the METROPOLITAN - RobertGoffin (Grade 9)
KITBOARD JR., Volume IV, No. 7 April 1946(All grades)
Antonin Dvorak-Mmsie Master of Two Worlds (Entire Issue) Volume V, No, 4 January 1947 (All grades) 
King of Minstrels p. 4Volume VI, No. 8 May 1948 (All grades) 
Joshua Fit de Battle p. 4Volume VII, No. 2 November 1948 The New World Symphony p. 7 (All grades)
Volume VII, No. 2 November 1949 Grand Canyon Suite p. 7 (All grades)
KINSGILLA READER, BOOK VI - Hazel G. Kinseella 
The New World and the Old (Dvorak) p. 151(Grade 7)
LISTENER’S ANTHOLOGY of MUSIG - Lillian Baldwin 
George Gershwin p. 504 Volume II (Grade 9)
Rhapsody in Blue p. 507 
Porgy and Bess p. 507 
Ferde Grofe p. 509 Grand Canyon Smite p. 514
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William Grant Still p. 518 ”Afro-lmeri@aa” Symphony p. 519
LISTENING to MGSIG - Douglas Moore (Grade 9)Jazz Suite p. 26©
MENTOR, THE - (Making Friends with Mmsie) - Hartshorn
and Leavitt (Grades 8 and f) Rhapsody in Blue p. 56less, Tom Is My Woman Now, (From Porgy and Bess)p. 63
MOURN MGSIG, THIS - John Tasker Howard (Grade 9) 
From Plain Song to Swing-A Story of Rhythms p. 183
MGSIG and ROMANCE - Hazel G. Kinseella Ameriean Mmsie of Negro Origin p. 243 
Mmsie of the Ameriean Negro Gh. Till, Part 3p • 317Dvorak’s Symphony p. 321
Golliwogg’s Gake Walk p. 337The New School of American Mmsie p. 517Grades 8 and 9)
MGSIG and the LISIENIR - Harry Allen Feldman 
Swing and the Great Ameriean Symphony p. 189(Grade 9)
MGSIG and MAN - Howard D. McKinney (Grades 8 and 9) 
Jazz Begins p. 83 
Jazz, Hot and Hybrid p. 105
MGSIG for the MILLIONS - David Iwen (Grade 9) 
Grmenberg’s Jazz Column p. 255
MGSIG in HISTORY - McKinney and Anderson (Grade 9) 
The Mood of Swing p. 862
MGSIG in OGR TIME - Adolfo Salamr ( Grade 9) Beginning of Jazz p. 29 
Exponents of Jazz p. 326 Copland p. 328
MGSIG LOVER’S HANDBOOK, THE - Hie Siegmeister 
Antonin Dvorak: New World Symphony p. 189
Morton Gomld: Spirituals for Orchestra p. 234
Mmsie of America Gh. VII pp. 671-781 (Grade 9)
MGSIG THROGGH the AGES - Bauer and Peyser 
Primitive and Ancient Music p. 8 
American Folk and Popular Music p. 393 Jazz for Musical America p. 399
Mmsie in America— Negro-Syneopation; Blues; "Green 
Pastures" p. 409 (Grades 8 and 9)
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M@gro Themes Inflmenee Composers p. 447
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS - Earl Gerriager (Graâ© 9) Triangle, Xylepheme, Marimba, Vibraphone, Muted 
Trumpets p. EiS
MUSICAL QUESTICMS and Q.UIZZ1S - Marion Bauer
Questions and Answers on Jazz p. 101 (All grades)
MEW YOKE Tims MACAZIMl, THE - September S4, 1950 Hot lenaissanee of Dixieland Jazz (Grades 8 and 9)
OF m M  and MUSIC - Deems Taylor (Grade 9)
How Jazz Began p. 75
GUI AMERICAN MUSIC - John Tasker Howard (Grade 9)Omr Folk Mmsie Ch. XV, Part 2 
Shomt p• 422 
Blues p. 424Composers Who Have Used Gmr Folk Mmsie Ch. XVII Jazz Age (Whiteman, Grofe, Gershwin) p. §90
OUR CONTEMPORARY COMPOSERS - John Tasker Howard Broadway and Its Echoes p. 28# (Grade 9)
OUR MUSIC - Aaron Copland fGrade 9)
The Jazz Interlude p. @@
PLEASURES of MUSIC - Jacques Bazeen (Grades 8 and 9) Spirit of Jazz p. 170
ROAD to MUSIC, THE - Nie ©las Slonimsky ( Grade 9)
The Modernists p. 152Jazz, Swing and Boogie Woogie p. 150
ROLLING ALONG in SONG - J. Rosamond Johnson (Surveyof Mmsie) (All grades)
De Chain Gang, Blues, Jubilees, Levee Pastimes, 
Minstrel Song, "Porgy and less," Plantation Ballads, Ring Shouts, Street Calls, and Work 
Songs
SLAVE SONGS of the UNITED STATES - Allen and 
Garrison, and Ware (All grades) South-Eastern Slave States p. 1 
Northern Seaboard Slave States p. 65
STORY of MUSIC - Barbour and Freeman (All grades) 
Mmsie in the New World Ch. X7II Twentieth Century Mmsie Gh. XVIII
STORY of MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS - H. W. Shwartz 
The Saxophone p. 135 (All grades)
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8TEIE3 UP the BAIB - Alberta Powell Graham 
Jazz Artists p* 11 (Grades S ami. 9}Bake Slllmgtom— The Aristocrat of Swiag p. 156
THWr ALL PLAYED HAGTIMl - llesh ami Jamis
Ragtime and Its Union with Jazz pp. 3 and 269
(Grades 8 and 9)
UP from SLAVERY - Booker T. Washington (Grades 8 and 9) 
Educational Omteomes
To emeoarage active participation in response to rhythm.
To learh that rhythm, melody, harmony, form and tone 
are found both in folk and art forms.
To learn that folk songs are the basis of mmeh of the 
world's fine art.
To establish the fact that rhythm is an essential element in jazz.
Persistant strong beat
Syncopation (This element is used im art mmsic)
To learn that one reason why much jazz mmsic does not 
last is that there is lack of fine melody.
To emphasize the fact that spirituals are lasting and present the same strong rhythms as are in modern jazz, but in addition there is beauty of melody.
To learn that certain tone combinations foim con­
sonance or t̂ iet music and other combinations form dissonance or active, restless, and exciting music. 
(8weet-hot jazz)
To better understand the music of primitive Africans, 
native sense of rhythm Use of drums in daily communication Pattin* juba, shoutin', burial singing, blues, 
spirituals
To gain a knowledge of some of the great Hegroes in the musical sphere: Paul Robeson, baritone; Marian
Anderson, contralto: lall Johnson, director and composer; Burleigh (His Ghoir), composer and 
arranger ; 1. T. Washington, Tuskegee Institute 
Singers; Roland Hayes, tenor and arranger; Nathan­iel Dett, composer.
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To learm that Negro folk life is the basis for "Greem Pastores,” N̂mperor Jomes," *Porgy and Bess," and "Show Boat."
To learn the modern vernaealar of jazz terminology.
UNIT Till
MCJSIC OP TODAY 
Sommds Translated into Tones
I. Aiadio-Tismal Aids
A. Listening - Reoorded Seleotions
Speoific recordings are not included because the unit has such broad possibilities and 
it is felt that recordings may better be 
selected according to certain needs and 
interests of pupils participating in this 
study.
B. Pilms
Nature of Sound - Handbook MINC
A clear demonstration of sound, sound waves, fundamental tones, overtones, resonance 
and things both animate and inanimate that are conveyors of sound. Both musical sound 
and sound-noise are dealt with through simple and understandable experiments.
Pacific 231 - Handbook MINC
A skillful interpretation of a modern sym­phonic poem about a railroad locomotive. Exciting visual images of a powerful engine in operation as well as Of its run 
are remarkably well synchronized with the spirit and character of Honegger*s music.
Sound Waves and Their Sources - Handbook MENG Tuning fork and graphs demonstrate and illu­
strate physical-musical properties such as, 
tone, quality, amplitude, and magnitude.Pive kinds of sound waves are dealt with 
also— those produced by vocal chords and strings as well as by reed, pipe, and plate.
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Talley T©wn - Hamâbeek MÉN€
Ametker deeamemtary with notable seore by the eomtemporary Amerieam ©imposer Mare Blitzsteih* It is a tkomghtfal stmây of the inter-relationship of mem and the maekimes wkiek they have ereated.
Radio Broadcasting Today - March of Time Fornm Here is presented the good, the loved, the 
©ontroversial in radio. Sm@k important programs as Toscanini's, Corwin’s, and 
Town Hall; sack favorites as Hope, Allen, Benny and Bergen are all seen.
Smpplememtary Films:Herman Dell© Joio - Artists Films, Inc.
City, The - Handbook MINGDesign to Mmsic - Handbook MSNCDots and Loops - Handbook MINCFmmdamemtals of Aconstics - Handbook MENOFen Point Feremssion - Handbook MINC
River, The - Handbook MllCScience in the Orchestra - Handbook MINCSeeing Sonnd - Handbook MINCSounds of Music - Handbook MINC
Stars and Stripes - Handbook MENGYouth Builds a Symphony - Handbook MENGMarch of the Movies - March of Time Forum
II. Other Activities
Study new music terminology— polytonality, poly- 
harmony, polyrhythms, and atonality
Experiment— Sing scales— half of the class singing in one key, the others singing same in another key; 
the same with chord progressions
Study music in films 
"Background music”Use of the leitmotiv©"Mickey-Mousing” a film
Trace the history and growth of radio music
Study the progress in recording music
Investigate the use of music im therapy and industry
Translate sounds in the immediate environment to 
musical tones
Study contemporary art and artists
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III. leadiag Âssigaiiemts (Musi®)
ART THROUGH the AGES - Helen Gardner (Grade 9) Cent^porary Art Gh. JU.
Battle ©f Styles p. #90
ARTS, THE - Hendrik Willem Tan Loon (Grade 9)Berlioz, The Beginning of Our Modern "Popular Musi®"
p. 59®Ghopin, The Originator of the Modern Nationalistic
"Blues" p. #09
BUILDING AMERICA - Tolame TII, No. 8 - America 
Discovers Its Songs (All grades)Songs Are Made to Popularize Ideas and Causes
p. 24©Popular Songs Sweep the Nation p. 24®
Collection of Polk and Popular Songs Being Made
p • 250What of American Song in the Future? p. 254
DISCOTSRING MUSIC - McKinney and Anderson (Grade 9) This Modern Stuff Ch. 3%
FROM MADRIGAL to MODERN MUSIC - Douglas Moore(Grade 9)
GREAT PROGRAM MUSIC - Sigmund Spaeth (Grade 9)
Program Music Among the Modernists p. 29©
HISTORY of POPULAR MUSIC in AMERICA - Sigmund Spaeth
(Grade 9)
HOW MUSIC GREW - Bauer and Peyser (Grades 8 and 9) 
Twentieth Century Music p. 51#
INTRODUSTIOM to MUSIC - Martin Bernstein
Polyphony and Harmony p. 59 (Grades © and 9) 
Some Recent Trends Ch. 33%
KEYBOARD JR., Tolume IT, No. 1 October 1945
George Gershwin— >2©th Century Tone Painter (Entire issue) Tolume IT, No. 6 March 194#
A Day with Fred Waring p. 2Tolume T, No. 4 . January 1947 Little White Lies—'Sometimes the Camera Deceives the Eye p. # Tolume T, No. # March 1947
Science Puts Beetle on a Platter—-Story of Making 
Records p. 4 Tolume T, No. 7 April 1947Carnegie Hall— Shrine of American Music (Entire 
issue) Tolume TII, No. # March 1949 
Benny Goodman— King of Clarinet
Tolume TII, No. 7 April 1949
Rebert Skaw p. 6 George Gerskwin p. STolmae TII, Ho. 2 November 1949 
Fred Wariag— Am imerieam Smeeess Story p. 4 Tolmme IX, Ho. 1 Oetober 19§©Mmsie im a Moderm Hospital
Tolmme IX, Ho. 2 November 195©Great Patroms of Mmsic, Idabelle Firestome, The 
Toice of Firestome, Howard Barlow (Imtire issme) Tolmme IX, Ho. § Febraary 1951 Domald Toorkees— Gomdaetor of the Telephone Hear
p. 1Musie, Radio's lifeline p. ê
Tolmme IX, Ho. 8 May 1951 
I Am Bismey’s Mmsic Mam p. 4 l'ait Bismey p. 5
Tolmme X, Mo. 2 November 1951 The Golden Toioe of Jmssi Bjoerlimg, Marie Lamza, 
Range of Toiees (Hatire issme)
Tolmme X, No. 4 Janmary 1952 Paml Whiteman, Rhapsody in Blme, Oscar levant, George Gerskwin, Popular Music Is Omr Folk Mmsic (Satire issme) (All grades)
IISTINER'S ANTHOIGGY of MUSIG, A - lillian Baldwin
Tolmme II (Grade 9)
13BT1NIMG to MUSIC GREAT ITH IT - Edwin John String ham 
Expressionism and Other Modem Trends p. 440(Grade 9)
MENTOR, THE - (Making Friends with Mmsic ) Hartshorn
and leavitt (Grades 8 and 9)
MODERN ART - Thomas Graven (Grade 9)An American Architect Ch. XIT 
Practicing Americans Ch. XTII
MODERN MUSIC, THIS - John Tasker Howard (Grade 9) 
Writing Mmsic in Two or More Keys at Onoe- Polytonality p. 119
MUSIC and the IISTINEI - Harry Allen Feldman
Impressionism p. 120 (Grade 9)
Modernism p. 156 Futurism p. 169
MUSIC and ROMANCE *• Hazel G. Kinseella
Mmsic in this Century p. 205 (Grades 8 and 9) 
Influence of Modern life upon Mmsie p. 552
MUSIG in OUR TIME - Adolfo Salazar (Grade 9)Bifference between Tonality and Atonality p. 154
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l®ad t© Atonality p. 000 Polytomality p. £§i
MUSIC L0T11*S HAKIBOOK, THl - 111© Siegneister 
Listemimg to Polyphonie Mmsie p. 105 (Grade 9) 
Aaron Copland: Mmsie for the ladio p* 055In Our Time Ch. VI pp. 5ê5-ê48 
Musie of Ameriea Ch. VII
MUSIC on the AIR - Hazel G. Kinseella (Grades S and 9) As the Composers See It p. 054
MUSIC SIHCl 190© - Micolas Slonimsky (Grade 9)What Is Atonality? p. 671
MUSIC THROUGH the AGIS - Bauer and Peyser Twentieth Century Musie Gh. XXXIXHew Musie Terminology p. 465 (Grades 3 and 9)
Polytonality p. 477Polyharaony p. 4"̂7
Polyrhythms p. 496Atonality pp. 496 and 499
The Hew Order in Musie p. §00
Quarter Tones p. 516
Radio, Reeording Instruments p. 555
UHIT IX
OUR H1IGÏÏB01S TO THE SOUTH 
Intereultural Relations Through Musie
I. Audio-Visual Aids
A. Listening - Reeorded Seleotions
Song of the Blaek Swan - Villa-LobosVietor 1O-1000A
Hative Brazilian Musie Columbia Album C3S
Espana Rapsodie - Chabrier R.C.A. Vietor
49-1457A&B LP 45
Tango - Poldowsky R.C.A. Vietor 49-1S18B LP 45
Coreovad© - Milhaud R.C.A. Vietor 49-: LP 45
El Salon Mexico - Copland Columbia ML00O5
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Backiaaas Brasileiras No. 5 - Villa-Lobos (Bida Sayao) Colombia ÂLS
Vidalita (Argentine) E.G.A. Alkmm V - Singing
Brazil-Tntn Maramba E.G.A. Album V - Singing
Gkile-Flowing Eirer E.G.A. Album V - Singing
Guba-Guba E.G.A. Album V - Singing
leuador-Santo San Juanito H.G»A. Album V -
Mexican-Q,ue Lejos Istoy E.G.A. Album V -Singing
Mexican-Gy! Tara La La E.C.A. Album V -Singing
Peru-From Yon Mountain Verdant E.G.A.
Album V - Singing
Puerto Eico-To Bethlehem, Singing E.C.A.
Album V - Singing
Further suggestions for listening might include:
Other folk songs (Authentic recordings areavailable)
Primitive folk music of the isolated Indians 
in the hinterlands of Mexico
Songs connected with the religious rites of 
the natives
B. Films
Fiestas of the Bills - Handbook MIMG
Symbolic dances and elaborate processionals are shown as part of a religious fiesta 
in Mexico.
Fire and Water - Handbook MUG
Scenes on Candlemas Day are filmed in the beautiful city of Taxco during Passion 
Week. Native religious dances and music 
accompany the ritual of villagers bring­
ing symbols of their daily lives to the cathedral to be blessed.
People of Mexico - Handbook MENG
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Folk mmsie amd damcas of the working people, as well as their arts and occupâtions are interestingly shown.
Supplementary Films:
Latin Ihythms with Jan Peerce and Luba Malina
lastin Pictures, Incorporated Ai-Ye (Mankind) - Handbook MING 
Iturbi, Jose (Rehl 1) - Handbook MIHG Mexican Moods - Handbook MIHG Spanish Gypsies - Handbook M1M6 Sunday Morning im Mexico - Handbook MENG Rhythm from Guba - Ideal Pictures Corporation 
Films of the Latin American Countries and
Pacific Islands TJ. S. Government Films
G. Other Visual Aids
Map of Latin America
Paintings and architecture of the Latin American eountries
II. Singing (From the Song Books)
The Lonesome Cowboy - Mexican Popular Song— 1 
Gielito Lindo - Mexican Folk Song— 1, 3, ê Vidalita - Argentine Gaucho Song— 1 
The Pretty Girls and the Shoemaker - Latin American
Folk Song— 1 Meander in Mexico - Mexican Folk Tune— 3 
La Raspe - Mexican Dance— 3 Little White Dove - Mexican Tune--3 
Chiapanecas - Mexican Clap Dance— 4 
Brazilian Banter - (For boys)— 4 
Buy Tortillas— i La Cucaracha— 6, f Evening Wing - Mexican Folk Song— 9 
Wearing a Black Mantilla— 1©
On the Brow of the Hill - Mexican— 11The Ship of Rio - South American— 11, 17
Land of Our Fathers - Latin American— ISLa Gampana - Latin American— IS
The Water— Carrier’s Song - Mexican— 13
Under the Stars - Mexican— 13From the Sierra Morena - Mexican— 13
11 Manton de Manila - Mexican— 17It Was a Dream - Chilean— 17Lovely Cuba, *Tis You - Cuban— 18
Ghoucomne - Haiti— 18
The Pearl - Puerto Rico— 18Sirrup Is So Sweet - Martinique— 18
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My Pretty Oaboela - Brazilian— 18 
Atios Te Dig© - Argentine— 18 Palpapala - Argentine— 18 Bay My Tortillas - Gkilean— 18 Yaravi - Perm— 18 Flower of Ghangmnga - Mexico— 18
III, Other Activities
Have pmpils draw a music map of latin America, show­
ing in the proper places on the map, something of 
the characteristics of the different songs and 
dances (Notehceks)
Vocabulary drill of words and terms peculiar to Latin American music
Make instruments used in connection with this unit
NotebooksApprbpriate pictures, original, or cut frcm maga­
zinesCharacteristic rhythm patternsNotes from class reports (composers and performers)
Study note values through physical expression
TV. leading Assignments
BOOK of MODllN COMPOSERS, THE - David Iwen (All grades) 
Julian Carill© p. 14 
Carlos Chavez pp. 19 and 455 
Heitor Villa-Lobos p. 4SI
CENTRAL AMERICAN 1ODND-A10DTS - Agnes Rothery Dances, Holidays and Pilgrimages p. 55
(Grades 8 and 9)
CHILE -THE LAND of PROGRESS - lari Parker Hanson Peruvian and Chilean Music p. 72 (Grades 8 and 9)
CONCERNING LATIN AMERICAN CULTIRI - (Edited by Charles G. Griffin) (Grade 9)Some Considerations Regarding Contemporary Latin 
American Music p. lil
KEYBOARD JR., Volume III, No. 8 May 1945
Maurice Ravel-The Composer of the Famous Bolero p. ê Volume V, No. § February 1947 (Entire issue) Volume X, No. @ March 1952 (Entire issue)(All grades)
LATIN AMERICA - William Lytte Schmrz (Grade 9)Latin American Music in Ü. 8. p. 509
LET*8 lïÂD alomt 80WTH IMIEICÂ - Delia Goetz 
8@mth imerieaii Art Gh. XIII (Grades S amd 9)
LIFE MâGAZIHl - Oetoher $, 1947 (All grades)Gmha*s Emmber One Oomposer— Ernesto Seemana p. 145 
Guha's Tin-Pan Alley p. 145
LISTlHll’S ANTHOLOGY ©f MÜSIG, A - Lillian Baldwin Latin Aaerieana p. 5SS Volume II (Grade 9)
MÜSIG and MAN - Howard D. MeEinney (Grade 9)
Popnlar Mmsie in the Amerieas to the 8©mth of Dsp. 125
Art Musie in Latin Ameriea p. 195
MÜSIC and ROMANOE - Hazel 6. Kinseella
Pan Ameriean Mmsie p. 265 (Grades 8 and 9)
MUSIG for ALL - Leopold Stokowski (Grade 9)
Latin American Instruments
MUSIC in HISTORY - MeKinney and Anderson (Grade 9)
MUSIG LOVER’S HANDBOOK, THE - Hie Siegmeister 
Mexican Popular Mmsie p. 29 (Grade 9)
MUSIC of the NEW WORLD - Handbook Volume III (Grade 9)
Handbook Volume IV (Grade 9)Handbook Volume V (Grade 9)
NEIGHBORS to the SOUTH - Delia Goetz (Grades 8 and 9)
NEW FOUND WORLD - Katherine B. Shipp enThe New Found World p. 243 (Grades 8 and 9) 
Carlos Gomes p. 243
NEW YORK TIMES - April 29, 1945 (Grades 8 and 9) 
Serious Composers of Cuba
OTHER AMERICAS, THE - Xavier Cmgat (Grade 9) Descriptive Conment p. 3
OUR LATIN AMERICAN NEIGHBORS - Brown and Bailey Mmsie in Brazil p. 424 (Grades 8 and 9)
Mmsie in Mexico pp. 175 and 45#
Mmsie Is Part of Life to Latin Americans p. 45#
OUR LATIN AMERICAN NEIGHBORS - Philip Leonard Green Spanish and Indian Mmsie p. 145 (All grades)
Latin America’s Contribution to Music
PAGEANT of SOUTH AMERICAN HISTORY - Anne Merriman Peek 
Flutes, Drums, Gourd Rattles p. # (All grades) 
Bells, Drums, Flutes, Whistles p. 1#
Flmtes, Bells, Pan Pipes, and Tmmpets p. 57 Ghnrek Mmsie pp. Ilf and £13 Mmsic in Celonial Time pp. 15#, 17#, and If8 
Den Jea© and Mmsic p. 5@#Indian Mmsic-Mmsic in S®mtk America M@w p. 57# Spanisk, Pertmgmese, Megr©, and Indian Inflmencesp. 572
T. Sdmcational Omtcemes
T® estaklisk tke mnderstanding tkat t® tk® s@mtk ©f 
tke United States lies a vast territory extending 
from Mexico’s li© Grande Piver to tke Straits of Magellan, known as Latin America. (Maî  people 
think only of Mexico and its contrihmtion to mmsic.)
To inclmde songs and dances of tke Caribbean comntries, tke Andes, tke lonely Pampas, tke Amazon basin and 
tke gay coastal cities of tke Somtk American con­tinent.
To observe that Spanisk inflmenee is absent in mmck of Latin America’s mmsic.
To learn that tke African Negro left tke imprint on tke music of tke comntries tomcking tke Caribbean.In tkese countries, tke music of Spain or Portugal and Africa kave intermingled.
To learn that singing and dancing are very closely 
linked together.
To learn that in piano execution of Latin American 
music, tke left kand is extremely important, as tke 
characteristics of tke native instruments are pre­dominant in the left kand ace cmpaniments.
To learn tke importance of tke native instruments suck 
as:
SticksCajon and Maruga made from gourds
Double drumsMarimba
Guitar
To learn that each country of Latin America has a type of music which is both distinctive and char­
acteristic.
To learn that interpretation of Latin American music 0ernes to tke North American people through radio, 
recordings, and movies.
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To learn that Latin Ameriea is the home of the Conga and the Ihnmba*
To learn that opera holds an important plaoe in Latin America’s mnsieal history.
To learn that Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico and 
Cuba are important centers.
To become familiar with such names as:
Juan Jose Castro, Juan Carlos Paz, Carles Gomes, Heiter Villa-Lobos, Claudio Arrau, Carlos Chavez, 
Ernesto Lecuona, and Bidu Sayao.
ISPEllNGE MATERIAL
Magazines
Etude Magazine; Presser Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Keyboard Jr.; 1346 Chapel Street, New Haven 11, Connecticut
National Geographic; Hubbard Memorial Hall, Washington, D. C.
R. C. A. Victor Record Magazine; S. C, A. Victor,Camden, New Jersey
There are a number of magazines which occasionally publish excellent articles on some phase of music.If it is possible to create an awareness on the part 
of the pupils, this is a very rewarding project.
Especially for teachers:
Music Educators Journal; 64 East Jackson Boulevard, 
Chicago 4, Illinois Music Journal; The Music Journal, Inc., 3-5 Washington Street, last Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania
New York Times; New York Times Company, New York, N. Y. 
Pamphlets
Building America, Volume VII, Society for Curriculum 
Study Incorporated, New York, N. Y. 1942 Music of the New World, Southern Musie Publishing Co., 
Inc., N. Y.
Workbooks (Music)
Log for Music Americans Sing, Gee, Leader, and Wilson, 
Silver Burdett Co., New York, N. Y. 1949
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Masic Pam, Kenwortky Pdaeatlonal Servie®, Buffalo, H. Y. 
194S
Radio
Local Mewspafer Radio Section
Radio im Masie Idaeatiom; M. 1. N. 0«, 64 last Jaeksom Boalevard, Chieago, 4, Illinois
Recordings
Catalog of Recordings; M. 1* N* 0., 64 last Jackson 
Boulevard, Chicago 4, Illinois
Visual Idacation
A. Film Sources:Artists Films, Inc*; 8 West 45th Street, Hew York If, H. Y.Bell and Howell Co., (Filmosoand Library); 1801 Larehmont A venae, Chicago 13, Illinois 
Brandon Films Inc.; 200 West 57th Street, Hew York 19, H. Y.British Information Services; 39 South LaSalle 
Street, Chicago 3, Illinois Wm. M. Dennis Film Libraries; 2506& W.,7th Street,
Los Angeles 5, California lastin Pictures Inc.; Colorado Springs, Colorado Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc.; 450 South Green Street, Chicago 7, Illinois 
Films Incorporated; 716 S. W. 13th Avenue, Portland 
5,,OregonFord Films (Film Library); Ford Motor Company,20 Horth Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Illinois Handbook on 16 mm Films for Music Education; M. 1. H. C.
64 last Jackson Boulevard, Chicago 4, Illinois 
Ideal Pictures Corporation; 28-34 East Eighth Street, 
Chicago 5, Illinois March of Time Forum; 369 Lexington Avenue, Hew York 
17, H. Y.Montana State Library of Visual Aids in Education, 1949-1950; State Department of Instruction, Helena, 
MontanaTeaching Film Custodians Inc.; 25 West 43rd Street,Hew York, H. Y.Ü. S. Government Films; United World, 1445 Park 
Avenue, Hew York 29, H. Y.
B. Picture Sources;
Art Education Press, Inc., 424 Madison Avenue, H. Y. Capehart Collections, Capehart-Farnsworth Corporation, Fort Wayne 1, Indiana History of Music in Pictures, A, Edited by George Einsky, Dover Publications, Inc., Hew York, H. Y.1951
••39**
Maay publie aad state libraries have pietmre primts for eireulatiom on library eards UmiTsrsity Prints; Mewton, Massacknssetts Catalog on request— gives history of art.Steinway Collection; Aeolian Hall, Fifth Avenue, N. T. 
Excellent— musical subjects
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Bnekanan, Fannie 1., HOW MAN MADE MUSIC, Wileex and Follett C©., Chicago, 1941
BUILDINC AMERICA (Periodical) Tolnme VII, No. ©, America Discovers Its Songs, Frances H. Foster, Editor, American Corporation, N. T.
Carter, Phyllis Anne, THE BANDS PLAY ON, Robert M, McBride and Co., N. Y., 1942
Chapin, Anna, MASTERS of #TSIC, Dodd, Mead and Co., N. Y.,
1901
Coleman, Satis N., CREATIVE MUSIC for CHILDREN, G. P. Putnam’s 
Sons, N. Y., 1922
Copland, Aaron, OUR NEW MUSIC, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 
Whittlesey Homse, N. Y., 1941
Graven, Thomas, MODERN ART, Simon and Schuster, N. Y., 1954
Cugat, Xavier, THE OTHER AMERICAS, Edward B. Marks Music Co., 
N. Y., 193#
CURRENT BIOGRAPHY, Anna Rothe, Editor, H. W. Wilson Co.,
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Dieke, Helen, STORIES from the GREAT METROPOLITAN, Random 
House, N. Y., 1943
Dickenson, Edward, STUDY of the HISTORY of MUSIC, Charles Scribners Sons, N. Y., 1910
Iwen, David, THE BOOK of MODERN COMPOSERS, Alfred A. Knopf,N. Y., 1949
Ewen, David, MUSIC for the MILLIONS, Arc© Publishing Co.,
N. Y., 1944
Faulkner, Anne Shaw, WHAT WE HEAR in MUSIC, R. C, A., Victor 
Co., Camden, N. J., 1936
Feather, Leonard G., INSIDE BE-BOP, J. I. Robbins & Sons Inc., 
N. Y., 1949
Feldman, Harry Allen, MUSIC and the LISTENER, E. P. Dutton and 
Co., Inc., N. Y., 1939
Freeburg, Roy E., SING of the WEST, Privately Printed, 1951
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Gàpdner, Helea, AST THROïïGH the AGIS, Hareoart, Braee and C©., N. T., 1936
Gayley, Charles, CLASSIC MYTHS in ENGLISH LITIRATURI and AST, Ginn and Co., Chieago, 1911
Gerringer, Karl, MUSICAL INî RUMENTS, Oxford University Press, N. Y., 194#
Goetz, Delia, LET’S READ ahoat SOUTH AMERICA, The Pideler 
Co., Grand Rapids, Miehigan, 195©
Goetz, Delia, NEIGHBORS to the SOUTH, Harconrt, Brae© and Co., 
N. T., 1944
Goldberg, Isaac, GEORGE GERSHWIN— A STUDY of AMERICAN MUSIC, Simon and Sehnster, N. Y., 1931
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CHAPTER IV
coHenjsiOMs and hcommendatioms
The gmide for teaehing ©Moral musie in junior high 
school presented ahore is based on interest units appealing 
to pupils of adolescent years. The units include singing, 
listening, rhythmic and creative materials and it is hoped 
that the teacher will adapt these to suit the needs of the 
pupils.
Characteristics of this guide to music experiences 
may be outlined as follows:
(1) Musical experiences should be a vital force in 
the emotional development of the pupil through participation.
(B) Participation in all phases of music expression 
is provided.
(S) The guide is syste@mtic, not formal.
(4) The program indicates that music is a language, 
a natural universal expression of feeling, but with personal 
meaning to the pupil.
(§) Materials are provided to suit the needs of 
adolescent pupils.
{%) This type of music teaching provides a means of 
enjoyable self-expression.
(7) An opportunity for pupils to discover the impor­
tant role that music assumes in the cultural development of
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©ur d@moeratlo s©@iety is inelmded*
(8) Miisieal experiences that have a max imam carry­
over valme into admit life are planned.
(9) Provision is made for the development of good 
vocal habits and the mse of the adolescent singing voice.
(10) Opportunities are provided to develop an apprec­
iation of music and an accompanying appreciation of peoples 
and their history.
(11) Included also is an appreciation of music related 
to other arts, literature, painting, and architecture and
the close bond that exists between thea.
(12) The pupils’ music needs and experiences, both 
in school and out of school are recognized..
(13) Larger and fuller meanings are developed in 
terms of skills and understandings that the pupils already 
have.
(14) Pressure is not used to drive pupils to un­
naturally high standards.
(15) The teacher does not become alarmed because 
certain pupils progress at slower rates than others.
(16) It is assumed that the teacher of music must 
have an understanding of adolescent pupil development, a 
genuine love for children, an understanding of music, and a 
genuine liking for the subject.
(17) Pupil growth--physical, social, mental, emotional, 
spiritual, and aesthetic should result with teacher-pupil plan­
ning.
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RIC OMMSNDATIONS
The logleal oat come of such a program im Billings 
Junior High School choral music should he a happier, more 
successful, and lasting experience for pupils during their 
junior high school years, plus a better foundation for later 
work than is usually acquired.
The guide would be used by the teacher in teacher- 
pupil planning. The seventh year teacher would use the units 
that suited the needs of the pupils at that age level. All 
units would not be used in any one year.
The eighth and ninth year study, following this same 
guide and using teacher-pupil planning would undoubtedly 
develop in a different manner and go much deeper into certain 
subjects, due to added maturity and interests of the pupils.
Many of the references have a suggested grade level 
and would be omi'tted in grades/ lower than those suggested.
It is quite possible that other units would be 
developed along similar lines of current interest subjects 
without much difficulty and by the pupils themselves.
It is recommended that the Billings Junior High 
School modify its present program in choral music by substi­
tuting the guide in music suggested here.
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APPENDIX
SÜRTSY ON M0SIG CURRICULDM
BILLINGS JÜNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
This is a survey t© determime if some classes can be added or changed in the school emrricmlum to better serve the 
present and future students of the Billings Junior High School.
Please circle YES. NO or SOMETIMES for the following state­
ments :
I LIKE TO SING AT HOMEOther members of my family sing 
We sing as a family group 
WhenWhere
like to sing alone for others 
sing as I listen to the radio 
sing as I listen to records playing 
sing certain kinds of songs If the answer is YES, please circle: (more than one if true)1. Cowboy
2. Popular 
FolkClassical 
Musical comedy Sacred
List several songs you particularly like:1.
3.4.5.6.
YES NO SOMETIMESYES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMESYES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SCMITIMESYES NO SOMETIMESYES NO SOMETIMESYES NO SOMETIMES
2.  _
3._____________________________4.5._____________________________
enjoy hearing others sing YESCheck a point oa the scale that shows 
how well you enjoy hearing others sing:1 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 9 10
(not at ail) (very much )
I LIKE TO SING WHEN ALONEI sing at special times such as:
When I am getting ready to go 
some place When I am going to school or some 
other place 
When I am working at home When I feel especially gay 
When things do not seem to go well
NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
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Please list other times when yom s smeh as : baby sitting, deliveringpapers, ete.1. _________________
2, _________
3.
I LIKg TO SIMG WITH PIIINOS 
We sing often We sing in parts We have an aooompanimemt 
We sing for others We sing at eaah other's homes We sing together when we are on piemie: 
or other similar forms of play We sing eertain hints of mnsio 
(circle more than one, if true)1. Cowboy 
2* Popular3. Folk4. Classical
3. Hus ic al G omet y 
@• Secret
I SING HIMNS IN CHU®3H OR SONDAY SCHOOL 
If the answer is no, is it because 
The hymns are unfamiliar The music is tifficult to reat 
I prefer not to sing 
I tislike church music
I SING IN THE CHURCH CHOIR
If the answer is YES, please circle:I volunteeret to sing 
A frient asket me to sing The director asket me to sing 
The minister asket me to sing I sing in the church choir because 
my chum also sings there
If the answer is NO, please circle:
I cannot reat the musicMy church toes not have a choir
I to not want to singI to not like to sing church musicI have not been asket to sing
I to not like the tirectorNone of my friends sing in the choir
I to not have time
SING IN OTHER GROUPS
If the answer is YES, please circle the 
items under A
YES NO SCMETIMISYES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO 8(mETIMS8
YES NO SCMITIMESYES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMESYES NO SOMETIMBS
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMESYES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO SOMETIMES
YES NO
YES NOYES NO
YES NO
YESLr NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES 10YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO SOMETIMES
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A I sing in Scout 8 TES NO SOMSTIHiS
I sing in F. H. A. YIS NO SOMETIMBSI sing in F. F. A. YES NO SOMETIMES
I sing in 4-H YIS NO SOMETIMBSI sing in T. W. C. A. YES NO SOMETIMESI sing in a lodge group YIS NO SOMETIMES
Ham® any other group im which you slug 
outside of school
I sing with close friends for fun YES NO SOMETIMES
If the answer is NO, please circle the items under B B I do not belong to an organization YES NO SOMETIMESI do not wish to take a singing part YES NO SOMETIMES
I do not like to sing YES NO SOMETIMES
I have not been asked to sing YES NO SOMETIMESI do not like the director YES NO SOMETIMESI do not have the time YES NO SOMETIMESI cannot read the music YES NO SOMETIMES
SING BY EAB YES NO SOMETIMES
PIAY BY EAH YES NO SOMETIMES
PLAY A MOSIOAL IN^HOMUT YES NO SOMETIMES
I am now taking lessons YES NOI want to continue lessons through my 
schoèl years YES NOMy friends are taking lessons an* play YES NO
My parents insist that I take lessons YES NOI have been asked to play at church or for some other group YIS NO SOMETIMESI play for the pleasure of others YES NO SOMETIMESI play for my own enjoyment YES NO som TIMES
ENJOY LISTENING TO R1CÔHDS YES NO SOMETIMESI listen to records of ; 
1. Popular dance music YES NO SOmTIMES
B, Cowboy music YES NO SOMETIMES
5 • Folk music YES NO SOMETIMES4. Classical music YES NO SOMETIMES5. Musical comedy YES NO SOMETIMES
6* Sacred music YES NO SOMETIMESI listen at: 
1. Home YES NO SOlffiTIMES2. My friends* homes YES NO SOmTIMES
5. School YES NO SOMETIMESI listen to juke box music YES NO SOMETIMES
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Please list other places
I ATimD CONCERTS 
SchoolOmtside of school 
Please name:
YES NO SOMETIMES 
YES NO SOMETIMES 
YIS NO SOMETIMES
I HAVE TAKEN PRIVATE VOICE lESSONS YES NO
I HAVE TAKEN PRIVATE INSTRUMENTAL LESSONS YES NO Please name the last riment or instrument s
I
I have taken lessons for .yearsdiscontinued lessons because:I did not enjoy the lessons 
No instrument available for practice I did not like to practice 
I did not have time to practice My friends were not taking lessons 
I did not like my teacher 
Money was not available for lessons Please list any other reason:
I NOW TAKE PRIVATE LESSONS 
VoiceInstrument al
Please name instrument or instruments
I READ NOTES 
A little 
Quite wellI began note reading in grade_
Check in the right column where you 
attended Billings Public Schools
YES NO
YES NOYES NO
YES NOYES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NOYES NO
YES NO
YES NOYES NO
YES NO
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Oraâe 
B. J. H. S.
Broadwaterlasterm
Garfield
Higklamds
JeffersoaMcKinley
Mortk Park
OrchardEimrock
TaftWashington
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Give the name, location and grade of other schools attended:
I HATE BILOMGIB, BGT DO WOT WOW BILOWG TOA SCHOOL
BandOrchestra
Ghorms
I NOW BELONG TO A SCHOOL 
BandOrchestra
Ghorms
I BO WOT BELONG TO A SCHOOL MÜSIG GEOGP
BlGAWSl
(Circle more than one, if trme)
It does not fit my schedmle 
I do not like the mmsie I do not like, the method of teaching 
I cannot attend the added activities 
I do not like the teachers 
I do not have enomgh training Wo private instrmction is given 
Wot enomgh credit is given 
I take music lessons outside of school I do not have an instrument
I do not play an instrumentI do not want to play an instrumentMy parents do not want me to belong
If yom dislike music now, please circle: 
(More than one, if trme)
YES WOYIS WO
YIS WO
YES WOYIS WO
YES WO
YIS WO SOMETIMESYES WO SOMETIMESYES wo SOMETIMES
YES wo SOMETIMESYES wo SOMETIMES
YIS wo
YES woYIS wo
YES wo
YES wo
YES wo
YES woYIS wo
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I eoiild not leara to read notes YES NOI dislike reading notes TIS NOI do not like to sing alone TIS NOI do not like the teaehers TES NOIn what grade did yonr dislike of mmsieh egin? ________________________
List any other reason_______________
I WOULD ENJOY A MUSIC CIA88 OTHER THANTHOSE NOW OFFERED YIS NO
I WOULD ENJOY A LISTININC GLASS WHICH WOULD INCLUDE
Popular, folk, olassieal, and modernmusie YES NOList others:
I WOULD ENJOY A MUSIC CLASS WHICH WOULD 
INCLUDE:
A. A study beginning with the mmsie of 
the early ages and working through to that of the present day YES NO
1. A study in units smeh as: Folk,
danee mmsie, Mmsie of a Country or Nationality, Musie of certain com­posers, the symphony, the opera YES NO
IN WHAT OTHER TOPICS WOULD YOU BE INTERESTED?
I WOULD ENJOY A MUSIC GLASS WHICH WOULD INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:
Recreational singing; a study of music integrated with literature; a study of music integrated with art; listening to 
records of many kinds of mmsie; an ex­planation of music YES NO
List other things you would like to have included:
